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Abstract 
Let A be a unital complex Banach algebra, which we shall simply refer to as 
a Banach algebra. An element u in A is single if xuy = 0, where x, y E A, 
implies that xu = 0 or uy = 0. We say that u acts compactly on A if 
the operator x H uxu is compact. For an element x E A the set Sp(x) = 
{ ,\ E C : ,\ - x is not invertible in A} is called the spectrum of x in A. 
The notation #Sp(x) indicates the number of points in Sp(x) and #Sp'(x) 
denotes the number of non-zero points in Sp(x). 
In 1978 J. Puhl introduced and studied rank one elements of semiprime 
Banach algebras. He gave the following definition for a rank one element: 
A non-zero element u in a semiprime Banach algebra A is a rank one 
element if there exists a linear functional fu on A such that uxu = 
fu(x)u for all x E A. In the same paper he defined finite rank elements as 
the finite sums of the rank one elements in the preceding definition, together 
with 0. At about the same time, J.A. Erdos, S. Giotopoulos and M.S. Lam-
brou introduced another definition of rank one elements in semi prime Banach 
algebras, for which the following is an equivalent formulation: A non-zero 
element u in a semiprime Banach algebra A is rank one if and only if 
u is single and acts compactly on A. Since then various other authors have 
contributed to the topics of rank one and finite rank elements, yielding several 
characterizations and another definition of rank one elements: An element u 
in a semiprime Banach algebra A is a rank one element if #Sp'(xu) :::; 1 
for all x E A. This led to another definition of a finite rank element: An 
element u in a semiprime Banach algebra A is a finite rank element if 
there exists a positive integer n such that #Sp' ( xu) :::; n for all x E A. 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the relationship among the three 
notions of rank one and the relationship between the two concepts of finite 
rank. Some consequences of these relationships will be discussed. An appli-
cation of rank one elements to a perturbation result of B. Aupetit will also 
be included. 
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Opsomming 
Laat A 'n komplekse unitere Banach algebra wees, waarna ons bloot as 'n 
Banach algebra sal verwys. 'n Element u E A is enkel as xuy = 0, waar 
x, y E A, impliseer <lat XU = 0 of uy = 0. Ons se <lat u kompak op A 
inwerk as die operator x H uxu kompak is. Vir 'n element x E A word 
die versameling Sp( x) = {A E C : A - x nie inverteerbaar in A is nie} die 
spektrum van x in A genoem. Die notasie #Sp(x) dui die aantal punte in 
Sp(x) aan en #Sp'(x) dui die aantal nienul punte in Sp(x) aan. 
In 1978 het J. Puhl die rang-een-elemente van semipriem Banach algebras 
gedefinieer en bestudeer. Hy het die volgende definisie vir 'n rang-een-element 
gegee: 'n Nienul element u in 'n semipriem Banach algebra A is 'n rang-
een-element as daar 'n lineere funksionaal fu op A bestaan sodat uxu = 
fu(x)u vir alle x E A. In dieselfde artikel het hy eindige-rang-elemente as 
die eindige somme van die rang-een-elemente in die voorafgaande definisie, 
tesame met 0 gedefinieer. Op min of meer dieselfde tyd het J.A. Erdos, 
S. Giotopoulos en M.S. Lambrou 'n antler definisie van rang-een-elemente 
in semipriem Banach algebras geskep, waarvan die volgende 'n ekwivalente 
formulering is: 'n Nienul element u in 'n semipriem Banach algebra A is 'n 
rang-een-element as en slegs as u enkel is en kompak op A inwerk. Sedertdien 
het 'n aantal antler outeurs bygedra tot die onderwerpe van rang-een- en 
eindige-rang-elemente, wat verskeie karakteriserings tot gevolg gehad het, 
asook nog 'n definisie van rang-een-elemente: 'n Element u in 'n semipriem 
Banach algebra A is 'n rang-een-element as #Sp'(xu) ~ 1 vir alle x EA. Dit 
het tot nog 'n definisie van 'n eindige-rang-element gelei: 'n Element u in 'n 
semipriem Banach algebra A is 'n eindige-rang-element as daar 'n positiewe 
heelgetal n bestaan sodat #Sp' ( xu) ~ n vir alle x E A. 
Die doel van hierdie tesis is om die verwantskap tussen die drie konsepte 
van rang een en die verwantskap tussen die twee konsepte van eindige rang te 
bestudeer. Sommige gevolge van hierdie verwantskappe sal bespreek word. 
Verder sal 'n toepassing van rang-een-elemente op 'n versteuringsresultaat 
van B. Aupetit ingesluit word. 
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Introduction 
Let A be a unital complex Banach algebra, which we will simply call a Banach 
algebra. The set of all x such that 1 - zx is invertible for all z E A is called 
the radical of A, denoted by Rad(A). If Rad(A) = {O} then A is called a 
semisimple Banach algebra. An example of a semisimple Banach algebra is 
the algebra C of complex numbers. A Banach algebra is said to be semiprime 
if I = {O} is the only two-sided ideal of A with the property 12 = {O}. 
Semisimple Banach algebras are semiprime, but the converse is not true in 
general. If the sum of the minimal left ideals coincides with the sum of the 
minimal right ideals, it is called the socle of A, denoted by Soc(A). The 
socle is a two-sided ideal. For an idempotent p in a Banach algebra A, the 
set pAp is an algebra. An idempotent p in a Banach algebra A is a minimal 
idempotent if pAp is division algebra, where a division algebra is an algebra 
in which every non-zero element is invertible. The spectrum of an element 
x in a Banach algebra A is the set Sp(x) = {.X E C : A - xis not invertible 
in A}, where we write A for the element .Xl E A. The polynomially convex 
hull of Sp(x), denoted by a(x), is the union of Sp(x) and the holes of Sp(x), 
where a hole of Sp(x) is a bounded component of C \ Sp(x). The notation 
#Sp(x) indicates the number of points in Sp(x), while #Sp'(x) denotes the 
number of non-zero points in Sp(x). An element u in a Banach algebra A is 
said to be single if xuy = 0, where x, y E A, implies that xu = 0 or uy = 0. 
We say that an element u in a Banach algebra A acts compactly on A if the 
operator x H uxu is compact. 
We call a non-zero element u in a semiprime Banach algebra A a compactly 
rank one element of A if u is single and acts compactly on A. The set of 
compactly rank one elements of A is denoted by £1 . A non-zero element u in 
a semiprime Banach algebra A is called a spatially rank one element of A if 
there exists a linear functional fu on A such that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. 
We will denote the spatially rank one elements by :F1 . An element u in a 
semiprime Banach algebra A is a spatially finite rank element if u = 0 or a 
finite sum of spatially rank one elements. The notation :F indicates the set of 
spatially finite rank elements. We call a non-zero element u in a semiprime 
Banach algebra A a spectrally rank one element of A if #Sp'(xu) :::; 1 for 
all x E A. The spectrally rank one elements will be denoted by Q1 . If u is 
an element in a semiprime Banach algebra A, we say that u is spectrally of 
finite rank if there exists a positive integer n such that #Sp'(xu) :::; n for all 
lll 
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x E A. We will use the notation 9 to denote the set of spectrally finite rank 
elements. 
In 1978 J. Puhl showed that every minimal idempotent in a semiprime 
Banach algebra A is an element of :F1 (see Lemma 2.2.1). In the same paper, 
he showed that the set :F1 absorbs all non-zero products with elements of A 
(see Theorem 2.1.18). At about the same time J.A. Erdos, S. Giotopoulos and 
M.S. Lambrou proved the following result: If u is an element in a semisimple 
Banach algebra A and if u E £1 , then there exists a minimal idempotent p E A 
such that u = up (see Theorem 4.3.1). What this result means, in the light 
of the previously mentioned results, is that in semisimple Banach algebras, 
the inclusion £1 c :F1 is true. Puhl also proved that in a semiprime Banach 
algebra, the spectrum of every element in :F1 contains at most one non-zero 
point (see Theorem 2.3.1). Combining this with the fact that :F1 absorbs 
all non-zero products with the elements of A, we get the inclusion :F1 C 91 . 
R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom and H. Raubenheimer showed that this inclusion 
may in general be strict (see Corollary 3.1.5). In 1995 R. Harte proved that in 
semisimple Banach algebras, 91 c :F1 ([14], Theorem 4). In an earlier paper, 
T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer gave a spectral characterization of spatially 
rank one elements. The proof of their result actually implies Harte's result 
([19], Theorem 2.2). In 2003 Brits, Lindeboom and Raubenheimer obtained 
the following result relating the three sets of rank one elements in semisimple 
Banach algebras: If A is a semisimple Banach algebra, then £1 = :F1 = 91 
(see Theorem 4.3.2). In 1993 Mouton and Raubenheimer gave a spectral 
characterization of elements of :F in semisimple Banach algebras. In their 
proof, they implicitly showed that :F = 9. 
In this thesis we study some properties of rank one and finite rank ele-
ments and we examine the relationships among the various versions of rank 
one and finite rank elements. Some consequences of these relationships will 
be given. We also include an application of rank one elements to a pertur-
bation result of B. Aupetit. 
This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 reviews some Banach 
algebra theory that will be needed in the rest of the document. As such, 
proofs of well known results that can be found in standard Banach algebra 
theory texts will generally be omitted. Proofs of results from papers will 
generally be included, as some may not be easily accessible to the reader. 
In Chapter 2 we develop a theory on spatially rank one and spatially 
finite rank elements of semiprime Banach algebras. We start this chapter by 
iv 
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giving some basic properties of spatially rank one elements. The main results 
here are Example 2.1.14 and Example 2.1.17. Example 2.1.14 says that in the 
Banach algebra A = .C(X) of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X, 
the spatially rank one elements are the one-dimensional operators. Example 
2.1.17 says that the spatially rank one elements in the Banach algebra M 2 (C) 
of complex two by two matrices are the non-invertible elements. 
In Section 2.2 we study the relationship between spatially rank one ele-
ments, minimal idempotents and minimal left ideals. According to Lemma 
2.2.1, minimal idempotents in a semiprime Banach algebra are contained in 
F 1 . Theorem 2.2.3 tells us that if L is any minimal left ideal of A, then 
L \ {O} c F1. 
Section 2.3 gives the spectral properties of spatially rank one elements. 
The main results in this section are Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.6. The-
orem 2.3.1, due to J. Puhl, says that the spectrum of a spatially rank one 
element contains at most one non-zero point. We will state and prove this 
result slightly differently from the way it was originally stated and proved 
by Puhl. Theorem 2.3.6, by T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer, states that a 
spatially rank one element u in a semiprime Banach algebra A satisfies the 
property Sp(b + s0u) n Sp(b + s1 u) C Sp(b) for all b E A and for any pair of 
distinct non-zero scalars s0 and s1 . 
In Section 2.4 we study the relationship between spatially rank one el-
ements and one-dimensional operators. The most important result in this 
section is Theorem 2.4.4, done by Puhl. It says that a non-zero element u in 
a semiprime Banach algebra A is in F 1 if and only if the operator x H uxu 
is one-dimensional. 
Section 2.5 gives an important topological property of the set F 1 . The-
orem 2.5.3 and Theorem 2.5.9, both due to R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom and 
H. Raubenheimer, are the main results in this section. Theorem 2.5.3 says 
that if A is a semiprime Banach algebra with F 1 =/=- 0 and u E F 1 , then 
the connected component of F 1 containing u is the set Exp(A)uExp(A). In 
Theorem 2.2.3 we get that every minimal left ideal J of a semiprime Banach 
algebra A is of the form J = Au, where u E F 1. Theorem 2.5.9, which is a 
consequence of Theorem 2.5.3, gives a simplification of this characterization 
of minimal left ideals. It says that every minimal left ideal J of a semiprime 
Banach algebra A is of the form J = Exp(A)u U {O}. 
We conclude Chapter 2 with Section 2.6, where we discuss the relationship 
between spatially finite rank elements and finite-dimensional operators. The 
v 
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main result here is Theorem 2.6.9, due to Puhl: An element u in a semiprime 
Banach algebra A is in :F if and only if the operator x i---+ uxu is finite-
dimensional. 
In Chapter 3 we study spectrally rank one and spectrally finite rank el-
ements of Banach algebras. Section 3.1 gives some important properties of 
spectrally rank one elements. There are two main results in this section. 
Theorem 3.1.3 characterizes semisimple Banach algebras containing invert-
ible spectrally rank one elements as the Banach algebras isomorphic to C. 
Theorem 3.1.4 says that in semi prime Banach algebras, :F1 C Q1 . 
We end Chapter 3 with Section 3.2, which gives us some important prop-
erties of spectrally finite rank elements. The main result here is Corollary 
3.2.4, which gives the following characterization of spectrally finite rank el-
ements: An element u in a semiprime Banach algebra A is in g if and 
n 
only if there exists a positive integer n such that n Sp(x +Siu) c Sp(x) 
i=O for every x E A and for any set of distinct non-zero scalars { si : i = 
0, 1, ... , n}. T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer proved a similar result with :F 
in place of g. As such, the proof of Corollary 3.2.4 is slightly different from 
theirs, although it follows much along the same lines. 
Chapter 4 is about relationships among the various concepts of rank one 
and finite rank elements. It opens with Section 4.1, which gives the relation-
ship between the sets :F1 and Q1 in semisimple Banach algebras. According 
to Theorem 4.1.4, in a semisimple Banach algebra, :F1 = Q1. We prove this 
result by using the fact that :F1 C Q1 from Theorem 3.1.4, and then obtain 
the inclusion Q1 C :F1 from the proof of ([19], Theorem 2.2) by T. Mouton 
and H. Raubenheimer. This result relies on the scarcity lemma of B. Aupetit 
([2], Theorem 3.4.25). In 1995 R. Harte gave an alternative proof which does 
not use the scarcity lemma. This is Theorem 4.1.5, which relies on Theorem 
4.1.2. We give a more elegant proof of Theorem 4.1.2 than the one given by 
Harte. 
In Section 4.2 we study the relationship between :F1 and Q1 in semiprime 
Banach algebras which are not semisimple. The work on this was done by 
R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom and H. Raubenheimer. 
Section 4.3 gives the relationship among all three sets of rank one elements 
in semisimple Banach algebras. The main result in this section is Theorem 
4.3.2, due to Brits, Lindeboom and Raubenheimer. It says that in semisimple 
Banach algebras, £1 = :F1 = Q1. 
Vl 
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We conclude Chapter 4 with Section 4.4, which gives the relationship 
between the sets F and Q. The main results here are Theorem 4.4.1 and 
Theorem 4.4.5. Theorem 4.4.1 says that in a semisimple Banach algebra, 
F = Q. We prove this result using part of the proof of ([19], Theorem 3.1) 
by Mouton and Raubenheimer. Theorem 4.4.5, done by Aupetit and Mou-
ton, characterizes spatially finite rank elements in terms of the polynomially 
convex hull of the spectrum. 
Chapter 5 is about an application of rank one elements to Aupetit's per-
turbation theorem. In 1994 T. Mouton gave an alternative proof of Aupetit's 
perturbation result. His proof uses more elementary tools than the original 
proof by Aupetit. Rank one elements are the cornerstone of Mouton's proof. 
In this chapter we give the main result that Mouton used to prove Aupetit's 
theorem. We adopt the version in [14]. We begin this chapter by stating a 
result from complex analysis that is used in the proof of Mouton's result. We 
then move on to Section 5.2, where we prove the result: I J a is any element 
in a semiprime Banach algebra A and if u E F 1 then ace Sp(a+u) C a(a) 
and ace Sp( a) c a(a + u), where ace Sp( a+ u) is the set of all limit points 
of Sp( a+ u). 
In this thesis definitions, theorems and other results are numbered suc-
cessively. By Theorem 2.3.1 we mean result 1 of Section 3 of Chapter 2. 
The symbol D indicates the end of a proof. We use the notation A ~ B to 
indicate that set A is properly contained in set B. By clA(B) we mean the 
closure of the set B relative to the set A. 
vii 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
This chapter is intended to review some basic Banach algebra theory that will 
be needed in the remainder of the text. As such, proofs of results that can be 
found in standard texts on Banach algebra theory will generally be omitted. 
The proofs of results coming from papers will be given, as the reader may 
not easily have access to some of the papers. It will be assumed that the 
reader has knowledge of basics in real analysis, complex analysis, functional 
analysis, ring theory and topology. 
1.1 ][ntroducing Banach algebras 
Definition 1.1.1 A complex algebra A is a vector space over C such that 
for each ordered pair x, y E A, a unique product xy E A is defined such that 
for all x, y, z E A and for>. E C, the following properties are satisfied: 
(i) x(yz) = (xy)z, 
(ii) (x + y)z = xz + yz, 
(iii) x(y + z) = xy + xz, 
(iv) >.(xy) = (>.x)y = x(>.y). 
We say that A is a unital complex Banach algebra if A is a complex algebra 
and a Banach space with a norm II.II which satisfies llxyll ~ llxll llYll for all 
x, y EA and 11111 = 1, where 1 is the unit of A. In this text, we will be dealing 
1 
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only with unital complex Banach algebras. These will simply be referred to 
as Banach algebras throughout the text. 
Definition 1.1.2 A Banach algebra A is said to be commutative if xy = yx 
for all x, y E A. Otherwise it is non-commutative . 
The following are examples of Banach algebras. 
Example 1.1.3 ([2}, Example 5, p.32) Let X be a Banach space. Then, 
with the usual operator norm, the algebra .C(X) of bounded linear operators 
on X is a Banach algebra. If dim(X) > 1, then .C(X) is a non-commutative 
Banach algebra. 
Example 1.1.4 ([2}, p.32) Let M2 (C) be the algebra of all complex two by 
two matrices. Then, with the norm llMll = sup{llMxll : x E C2 , llxll :::; 1}, 
where the norm in C2 is the Euclidean norm, M2 (C) is a non-commutative 
Banach algebra. 
The simplest commutative Banach algebra is C. 
Definition 1.1.5 A subset B of a Banach algebra A is called a subalgebra 
of A if B is closed under addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication. 
The following lemma will be needed in Chapter 2. 
Lemma 1.1.6 If A is a Banach algebra and if a E A is such that dim( aAa) = 
n < oo, then dim(axAax) :::; n for all x EA. 
Proof. Let a E A such that dim(aAa) = n < oo. Then for any x E A we 
have that axAa C aAa, so that dim(axAa) :::; n. If {y1 , ... , Ym} is a basis for 
axAa, then {y1x, ... , YmX} spans axAax, so that dim(axAax) :::; n. Iii 
An element x in a Banach algebra A is said to be invertible in A if there 
exists a y E A such that yx = xy = 1. The set of invertible elements of A 
will be denoted by A-1. The set A- 1 is open. 
Proposition 1.1. 7 ( {2}, Theorem 3. 2.1) Suppose that A is a Banach alge-
oo 
bra, x E A and llxll < 1. Then 1 - x is invertible and (1 - x)-1 = L xk. 
k=O 
2 
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Definition 1.1.8 An element p in a Banach algebra A is called an idempo-
tent if p2 = p. 
Definition 1.1.9 Two idempotents p and q in a Banach algebra A are called 
orthogonal idempotents if pq = qp = 0. A set {Pi : i E I} of idempotents in 
A is said to be orthogonal if PiPj = PjPi = 0 for all i =J. j. 
Definition 1.1.10 Let A be a Banach algebra. The centre of A is the set 
Z(A) = {y EA: yx = xy for all x EA}. 
Definition 1.1.11 A Banach algebra A is said to be a division algebra if 
every non-zero element of A is invertible. 
If pis an idempotent in a Banach algebra A, then pAp is an algebra with 
unit p. 
Definition 1.1.12 An idempotent p in a Banach algebra A is called a min-
imal idempotent if p # 0 and pAp is a division algebra. 
Definition 1.1.13 An element x in a Banach algebra A is said to be a 
divisor of zero if there exists 0 =J. y E A such that yx = 0 or xy = 0. 
Proposition 1.1.14 {[19}, p.213} Suppose that A is a Banach algebra with 
no non-zero divisors of zero. Then the only idempotents in A are 0 and l. 
Proof. If e is an idempotent in A, then e( e-1) = 0. Since A has no non-zero 
divisors of zero, it follows that either e = 0 or e = 1. ill 
Lemma 1.1.15 ({13}, Lemma 2} If A is a finite-dimensional Banach algebra 
with no non-zero divisors of zero, then A is a division algebra. 
Proof. Let x # 0 be any element of A. Define Lx : A ~ A by Lxy = xy. 
Clearly, Lx is a linear operator. Also, llLxYll = llxyll :S llxll llYll for ally E A, 
so that Lx is bounded. Therefore Lx E L:(A). Since A is finite-dimensional, 
we have that L:(A) is finite-dimensional, say dim(L:(A)) = n. This implies 
that the set {I = Lx 0 , Lx, ... , Lx n} is linearly dependent, where I is the 
identity in L:(A). This means that there exist scalars ak, not all zero, such 
n 
that 2::: akLx k = 0. Hence there exists a minimal polynomial q such that 
k=O 
q(Lx) = 0. 
3 
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We show that q has non-zero constant term. To this end suppose that q 
has zero constant term. Then q can be written as 
(1.1.16) 
where q0 is a polynomial of degree less than that of q. Since q is a minimal 
polynomial, this implies that q0 (Lx) f. 0. Hence there exists a y E A such 
that qo(Lx)Y f. 0. But from (1.1.16) we have that xqo(Lx)Y = Lxqo(Lx)Y = 
q(Lx)Y = 0 for all y E A. This contradicts the fact that A has no non-zero 
divisors of zero. Therefore q has a non-zero constant term, say /301 + /31Lx + 
· · · + /3mLx m = q(Lx) = 0, where /30 f. 0. Therefore 
1 = - J
0 
(/311 + /32Lx + · · · + f3mLx m-l )Lx = Po(Lx)Lx = LxPo(Lx), 
where Po(Lx) = - J
0 
(/311 + /32Lx + .. · + f3mLx m-l ). Hence 1 = 11 
(Po(Lx)Lx)l = Po(Lx)x and from 
Po(Lx)x -J0 (/311 + /32Lx + · · · + /3mLx m-l )x 
- J0 (/31X + /32LxX + · · · + /3mLx m-lx) 
-J
0 
(f31x + /32x2 + · · · + f3mxm) 
- J0 (/31 + /32x + · · · + f3mxm-l )x 
Po(x)x 
xpo(x), 
we have that 1 = xpo(x) = Po(x)x, so that xis invertible with inverse p0(x). 
Since x is an arbitrary non-zero element of A, this implies that A is a division 
algebra. Ii! 
Definition 1.1.17 An element s of a Banach algebra A is called a single 
element of A if xsy = 0, where x, y E A, implies that xs = 0 or sy = 0. 
Definition 1.1.18 Let a be an element of a Banach algebra A. We say that 
a acts compactly on A if the map x H axa is compact. 
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Lemma 1.1.19 ({13}, Lemma 1) Let a be any element of a Banach algebra 
A. 
(i) Ifs is a single element of A, then as and sa are also single elements of A. 
(ii) Ifs acts compactly on A, then as and sa also act compactly on A. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that x(as)y = 0 for some x, y EA. Then, since sis sin-
gle, we have that xas = 0 or sy = 0. This implies that xas = 0 or asy = 0, 
so that as is single. A similar argument can be used to show that sa is single. 
(ii) Define the map f : A---+ A by x H asxas. Then this is the composition 
of the maps x 8 xa A sxas ~ asxas. Since llg(x)ll = llxall ::::; llxllllall, we 
have that g is bounded. Similarly, k is bounded. The map his compact be-
cause s acts compactly on A. Since f = k oho g, we have that f is compact. 
Therefore as acts compactly on A. Similarly, sa acts compactly on A. Ef1J 
In Chapter 2, we will need to use Lemma 1.1.21. In order to prove it we 
need the following result. 
Proposition 1.1.20 Let A be a Banach algebra. If B is a subset of A which 
is closed under addition and scalar multiplication, then B \ {O} is pathwise 
connected. 
Proof. Let a, b E B \ {O}, with a =/. b, and let La,b = { aa + (1 - a)b : a E 
[O, 1]}. If 0 =/. aa + (1 - a)b for all a E IR, then La,b C B \ {O}. Define 
</J: [O, 1]---+ B\ {O} by </J(a) = aa+ (l-a)b. Then </J is a continuous function 
connecting a and b, with </J([O, 1]) = La,b C B \ {O}. This means that B \ {O} 
is pathwise connected. 
Now suppose that 0 = {3a + (1 - f3)b for some f3 E R Choose a c E B 
such that c =/. aa + (1 - a)b for all a E JR. To show that such a c exists 
define c = ia + (1 - i)b, where i 2 = -1. If there is an a0 E IR such that 
c = ia+(l-i)b = a0a+(l-a0 )b, then (i-a0 )a = (1-a0 -(1-i))b = (i-a0 )b, 
so that a = b, which is a contradiction. Now, we have that La,c, Lc,b C B. 
We show that La,c U Lc,b C B \ {O}. If 0 E La,c then there exists an ao E [O, 1] 
such that 0 = a0a + (1 - a 0 )c. From 0 = {3a + (1 - f3)b, it follows that 
{3a+(l-{3)b = a0a+(l-a0 )c. This implies that c = (~=~~)a+ (i1~fo) b. Let 
'"'( = ~=~~. Then 1- '"'( = t~:0 • Therefore c = 1a + (l -1)b, which contradicts 
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the fact that c =J aa + (1 - a)b for all a E JR. Hence 0 ~ La,c· Similarly, 
0 ~ Lc,b· This means that La,c U Lc,b C B \ {O}. Define ¢1 (a) = aa + (1- a)c 
and ¢2(a) = ac + (1 - a)b, where a E [O, l]. Then ¢1 and ¢2 are continuous 
functions connecting a with c, and c with b respectively. Also, ¢1 ([O, 1]) = La,c 
and ¢2([0, 1]) = Lc,b· Let¢= ¢1 U¢2. Then¢ is a path in B\ {O} connecting 
a and b. Hence B \ {O} is pathwise connected. !!I 
Lemma 1.1.21 Let a be a non-zero element in a Banach algebra A. Then 
the set AaA \ {O} is pathwise connected. 
Proof. Let aub, xuy E AuA \ {0}. Then au =J 0 and xu =J 0. Let B = auA. 
Clearly, B is closed under addition and scalar multiplication. It follows 
from Proposition 1.1.20 that there exists a path ¢1 in B \ {O} C AuA \ {O} 
connecting aub and au. Similarly there is a path ¢2 in Au\ {O} c AuA \ {O} 
connecting au and xu. Also, there is a path ¢3 in xuA \ {O} c AuA \ {O} 
connecting xu and xuy. Let¢= ¢1 U ¢2 U ¢3 . Then¢ is a path in AuA \ {O} 
connecting aub and xuy. This implies that AuA \ {O} is pathwise connected. 
Ill 
1.2 ][deals of a Banach algebra 
Definition 1.2.1 A non-empty subset I of a Banach algebra A is said to be 
a left ideal of A if I satisfies the following properties: 
(i} If a, b E I, then a+ b E I, 
(ii} If a E I and.-\ E C, then .-\a E I, 
(iii} If a E I and x E A, then, xa E I. 
A non-empty subset I of a Banach algebra A is a right ideal of A if I satisfies 
the following properties: 
(i} If a, b E I, then a+ b E I, 
(ii} If a E I and,,\ E C, then .-\a E I, 
(iii} If a E I and x E A, then, ax E I. 
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We call I a two-sided ideal of A if I is both a left and a right ideal of A. 
Definition 1.2.2 Let A be a Banach algebra. A proper left ideal M of A is 
called a maximal left ideal of A if there is no proper left ideal I of A such 
that M ~ I ~ A. A non-zero left ideal M of A is called a minimal left ideal 
of A if there is no left ideal I of A such that {O} ~ I~ M. 
Maximal right ideals and minimal right ideals are defined in a similar manner. 
The same applies for maximal two-sided ideals and minimal two-sided ideals. 
Proposition 1.2.3 ([2}, Lemma 3.1.1} Let A be a Banach algebra. Then 
every left (right) ideal of A is contained in a maximal left (right) ideal of A. 
Theorem 1.2.4 ([2}, Theorem 3.1.3} Let A be a Banach algebra. Ther;, the 
following sets are identical: 
(i) the intersection of all maximal left ideals of A, 
(ii) the intersection of all maximal right ideals of A, 
(iii) the set of all x such that 1 - zx is invertible in A, for all z E A, 
(iv) the set of all x such that 1 - xz is invertible in A, for all z E A. 
The set having the properties (i)-(iv) is called the radical of A, denoted by 
Rad(A). It is clear that Rad(A) is a two-sided ideal of A. 
Proposition 1.2.5 ([2}, Corollary 3.2.2) If A is a Banach algebra, then 
Rad(A) is closed in A. 
Definition 1.2.6 A Banach algebra A is called semisimple if Rad(A) = {O}. 
An example of a semisimple Banach algebra is .C(X), the algebra of bounded 
linear operators on a Banach space X. 
Definition 1.2. 7 Let A be a Banach algebra. If A has minimal left ideals, 
the sum of all the minimal left ideals is called the left socle of A . The right 
socle of A is defined in a similar way. If A has no minimal left (right) ideals, 
then the left (right) socle of A is zero. If the left socle of A and the right 
socle of A coincide, it is called the socle of A, denoted by Soc(A). Then we 
say that Soc(A) exists. 
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Proposition 1.2.8 ({21}, p.659} Let A be a Banach algebra. If Soc(A) ex-
ists, then it is a two-sided ideal of A. 
n 
Proof. Suppose that Soc(A) exists. If t E Soc(A), then t = L ti, where 
i=l 
each ti lies in a minimal left ideal Li of A. For any x E A, we have that 
n 
xt = I: xk Since Li is a left ideal, xti E Li for all i. This implies that 
i=l 
xt E Soc(A), so that Soc(A) is a left ideal. Since Soc(A) is also the sum of 
all minimal right ideals, a similar argument can be used to show that Soc(A) 
is a right ideal. [!! 
1.3 Semiprime Banach algebras, compactly 
rank one elements 
Definition 1.3.1 A Banach algebra A is called a semiprime Banach algebra 
if I= {O} is the only two-sided ideal of A with the property I 2 = {O}. 
Theorem 1.3.3 gives another characterization of semiprime Banach algebras. 
In order to prove it, we shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.3.2 ({9}, Lemma 4, p.155) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. 
If I is a left ideal of A such that I 2 = {O}, then I= {O}. 
Theorem 1.3.3 ({21}, 2.1) Let A be a Banach algebra and a E A. Then A 
is semiprime if and only if aAa = {O} implies that a= 0. 
Proof. Suppose that A is semiprime. If aAa = {O}, then AaAa = {O}. But 
the set Aa is a left ideal of A: If x E Aa, then there exists y E A such that 
x = ya, so that for all z E A, we have that zx = (zy)a E Aa. Since Aa is a 
letf ideal, it follows from Lemma 1.3.2 that Aa = {O}, so that a= 0. 
Conversely, suppose that aAa = {O} implies that a = 0. Let I be a 
two-sided ideal of A such that I 2 = {O}. If x E I, then xA c I, so that 
xAx c I 2 = {O}. Therefore x = 0. Since x is an arbitrary element of I, this 
implies that I= {O}, so that A is semiprime. Iii 
Theorem 1.3.4 {[9}, Proposition 5, p.155) A semisimple Banach algebra is 
semiprime. 
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Since the Banach algebras .C(X) , where Xis a Banach space, and M2 (C) are 
semisimple, they are semiprime. 
Next we define compactly rank one elements. The concept was introduced by 
J.A. Erdos, S. Giotopoulos and M.S. Lambrou in 1977, but the terminology 
is our own. 
Definition 1.3.5 An element 0 =I u of a semiprime Banach algebra A is 
called a compactly rank one element of A if u is single and acts compactly 
on A. 
The set of compactly rank one elements of A will be denoted by £1 . 
1.4 Spectrum of an element in a Banach al-
gebra 
Definition 1.4.1 The spectrum of an element x in a Banach algebra A is 
the set Sp(x) = {A E C : A - x is not invertible in A}, where we write A 
for the element Al E A. The spectral radius of x is the real number p(x) = 
sup{IAI : A E Sp(x)}. 
If there is danger of confusion in a given situation, the spectrum of x in A 
will be written as Sp(x, A). Similarly, the spectral radius will be written as 
p(x, A). 
In subsequent chapters, the set Sp(x) \ {O} will be frequently used. For 
brevity, this will be denoted by Sp' ( x). 
Definition 1.4.2 Let x be an element of a Banach algebra A. The poly-
nomially convex hull (or full spectrum) of Sp(x), denoted by a(x), is the 
union of Sp(x) and the holes of Sp(x), where a hole of Sp(x) is a bounded 
component of C \ Sp(x) . 
Lemma 1.4.3 ([2}, Corollary 3.2.10} Let A be a Banach algebra and suppose 
that x, y E A satisfy xy = yx. Then p(x + y) ~ p(x) + p(y) and p(xy) ~ 
p(x)p(y). 
Theorem 1.4.4 ([2}, Theorem 3.2.8) (I.M. Gelfand) Let A be a Banach 
algebra and let x E A. Then 
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(i) the map AH (A - x)-1 is analytic on C \ Sp(x), 
(ii) Sp(x) is compact and non-empty, 
(iii) p(x) = lim llxnll 1/n. 
n-+oo 
Corollary 1.4.5 ([2}, Corollary 3.2.9) (I.M. Gelfand and S. Mazur) If 
A is a Banach algebra in which every non-zero element is invertible, then A 
is isomorphic to C. 
The following lemma will be required in Chapter 5. 
Lemma 1.4.6 Let a be an element in a Banach algebra A. Then the set 
C \ a(a) is open and connected. 
Proof. To show that C \ a(a) is open we show that a(a) is closed in C. By 
definition of a(a), we have that 8a(a) C 8Sp(a), where 8a(a) and 8Sp(a) 
denote the boundaries of a(a) and Sp(a) respectively. Since Sp(a) is closed, 
from a standard result in topology, we get that a(a) is closed. 
To show that C \ a(a) is connected, note that C \ Sp(a) consists of the 
holes of Sp(a) and one unbounded component. Hence C \ a(a) consists of 
one unbounded component, which means that C \ a(a) is connected. ~ 
Lemma 1.4.7 ({2}, Lemma 3.1.2) (N. Jacobson) Let A be a Banach al-
gebra and x, y E A. Also let 0 =I= A E C. Then A - xy is invertible in A if 
and only if A - yx is invertible in A. Hence Sp(xy) U {O} = Sp(yx) U {O}. 
Corollary 1.4.8 Let A be a Banach algebra and let x, y E A. Then p(xy) = 
p(yx). 
In (19], T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer proved that if A is a Banach 
algebra and B a subalgebra of A such that Sp(x, A) consists of zero and 
possibly one other point for all x E B, then there are no non-zero orthogonal 
idempotents in B ([19], Lemma 2.8). In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we will need 
the following generalized form of this result. 
Lemma 1.4.9 Let A be a Banach algebra and B a subalgebra of A such that 
Sp(x, A) consists of zero and possibly n other distinct points for all x E B 
and some n E N. Then there are at most n non-zero orthogonal idempotents 
in B. 
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Proof. Suppose that {Pi : i = 1, 2, ... , n + 1} is a set of non-zero orthogonal 
idempotents in B. Since B is an algebra, the element p = p1 + 2p2 + · · · + 
(n + l)Pn+i is in B. By the hypothesis, this means that Sp(p, A) consists 
of zero and possibly n other distinct points. Now consider the element p1 + 
2p2 + · · · + (n + l)Pn+i - 1. Since the Pi are orthogonal, we have that (p1 + 
2p2 + · · · + (n+ l)Pn+i - l)p1 = 0. Therefore if Pi+ 2p2 + · · · + (n+ l)Pn+i -1 
is invertible, then 
which is a contradiction. Hence p1 +2p2+· · ·+ (n+ l)Pn+i -1 is not invertible, 
so that 1 E Sp(p, A). Applying the same argument to p1 + 2p2 + · · · + (n + 
l)Pn+i - 2 and p2 , we obtain that 2 E Sp(p, A). Using similar arguments, we 
have that {1, 2, ... , n + 1} c Sp(p, A), which is a contradiction since Sp(p, A) 
has at most n distinct non-zero points. l!!l 
Lemma 1.4.10 {[19}, Lemma 3.3) Let A be a Banach algebra and 0 #a E 
n 
A. If there exists a positive integer n such that a satisfies n Sp(x +Sia) c 
i=O 
Sp(x) for all x E A and for every set {Si : i = 0, 1, ... , n} of distinct non-zero 
scalars, then every element of A-1a has at most n distinct non-zero points 
in its spectrum. 
Proof. Let 0 # a E A and x E A-1. Then by the hypothesis there exists 
n 
a positive integer n such that a satisfies n Sp(x +Sia) c Sp(x) for any set 
i=l 
of distinct non-zero scalars {Si : i = 0, 1, ... , n}. Now, suppose that { ,\i : i = 
0, 1, ... , n} is a set of distinct non-zero points in Sp(x-1a). Take si = - ;; . 
Since x E A-1, we have that 0 tt Sp(x). It follows that 0 tt Sp(x+sia) for at 
least one j E {O, 1, ... , n}. Since -six(-
8
1





. - x-1a E A-1, so that -
8
1
. tt Sp(x-1a) for at least one j in 
J J 
{O, 1, ... , n }. This implies that ,\i tt Sp(x-1a) for some j E {O, 1, ... , n }, which 
is a contradiction. Therefore every element of A-1a has at most n distinct 
non-zero points in its spectrum. ~ 
Definition 1.4.11 An element x in a Banach algebra A is a quasinilpotent 
element of A if Sp(x) = {O}. 
The set of quasinilpotent elements of A will be denoted by QN(A). 
11 
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Theorem 1.4.12 {[2}, p.36) Suppose that A is a Banach algebra. Then 
(i) Rad(A) = {x EA: Ax c QN(A)}, 
(ii) Rad(A) = {x EA: xA c QN(A)}. 
Hence Rad(A) C QN(A). 
In the characterization of the radical as in Theorem 1.4.12 (i), the con-
dition Ax c QN(A) can be weakened to A-1x c QN(A). We prove this in 
Corollary 1.4.16. The proof of Corollary 1.4.16 relies on Corollary 1.4.14, 
which follows from the following result. 
Lemma 1.4.13 If A is a Banach algebra, then A= A-1 + A- 1 . 
Proof. Let x EA and let,,\ EC be such that p(x) < I.XI. Then x - ,,\ E A-1 
and since,,\ E A- 1 , we have that x = (x - .-\) + ,,\ E A- 1 + A-1 . Therefore 
Ac A- 1 +A-1 . The inclusion A- 1 +A-1 c A is obvious since A is a Banach 
algebra and A- 1 c A. D 
Corollary 1.4.14 ([14}, p. 73) Suppose that A is a Banach algebra and that 
a EA. Then a E Rad(A) if and only if 1 - A-1a C A- 1 . 
Proof. Let a E Rad(A). Then 1 - Aa C A-1, and since A-1 CA, it follows 
that 1 - A-1a c A-1 . 
Conversely, suppose that a is an element in A such that 1 - A - 1 a c A- 1. 
Let x E A- 1 . Then x - a= x(l - x-1a). Since 1 - A-1a c A- 1 , we have 
that l-x-1a E A- 1 . Therefore x- a= x(l -x-1a) E A- 1 , so that 
(1.4.15) 
Now let x be an arbitrary element of A. From Lemma 1.4.13, there exist 
y, z E A- 1 such that x = y + z. Therefore 1 - xa = 1 - ya - za = z(z- 1 (1 -
ya) - a). Since 1 - A-1a C A-1 we have that 1 - ya E A-1 , so that 
z-1(1-ya) E A- 1 . From equation (1.4.15), this implies that z- 1(1-ya)-a E 
A-1 , so that 1- xa = z(z-1(1- ya) - a) E A-1 . Since xis an arbitrary 
element of A, this means that a E Rad(A) by Theorem 1.2.4. Ill 
Corollary 1.4.16 ([14}, p. 73) Let A be a Banach algebra and let a E A. 
Then a E Rad( A) if and only if Sp(xa) = {O} for all x E A- 1 . 
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Proof. Let a E Rad(A). Then from Corollary l.4.l4, we have that 1 -
xa E A- 1 for all x E A- 1. Let 0 =J. .X E <C. Then X E A- 1 , so that 
.X - xa = .X(l - x;) E A-1, for all x E A- 1. This implies that .X ¢ Sp(xa) for 
all x E A-1. Since the spectrum is non-empty, this means that Sp(xa) = {O} 
for all x E A- 1 . 
Conversely, suppose that Sp(xa) = {O} for all x E A-1 . If A =J. 0, then 
.X fj_ Sp(xa), i.e . .X-xa E A-1 for all x E A-1. Take .X = 1. Then l-xa E A-1 
for all x E A- 1 . It follows from Corollary 1.4.14 that a E Rad(A). Ill 
Theorem 1.4.17 ([4], Lemma 2.5) Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra 
and p E A an idempotent element. Then 
(i) pAp is a closed subalgebra of A with identity p, 
(ii) pAp is semisimple, 
(iii) Sp(pxp,pAp) C Sp(pxp, A) for every x EA. 
Proof. (i) Let a, b EA. Then (pap)(pbp) = papbp E pAp. Also, pap+ pbp = 
p(a + b)p E pAp and if A E CC, then .X(pap) = p(.Xa)p E pAp. Therefore 
pAp is a subalgebra of A. To show that pAp has identity p, let a E A. 
Then (pap )p = pap and p(pap) = pap, so that p is the identity of pAp. We 
now show that pAp is closed. Let PXnP E pAp such that PXnP---+ x, where 
x E A. Then P(PXnP )p ---+ pxp, so that PXnP ---+ pxp. By uniqueness of limits, 
x E pAp, so that pAp is closed in A. 
(ii) If a E pAp then p(a, pAp) = lim llanll 11n = p(a, A), by Theorem 1.4.4. 
n--+oo 
So we will write p(a) without ambiguity. Let a E Rad(pAp). Then there 
exists b E A such that a = pbp, so that pap = p(pbp)p = pbp = a. Also, we 
have from Theorem 1.4.12 that p(apxp) = 0 for all x E A. It follows from 
Corollary 1.4.8 that p( ax) = p(papx) = p( apxp) = 0 for all x E A. This 
implies that ax E QN(A) for all x E A, so that a E Rad(A) by Theorem 
1.4.12. Since A is semisimple, a= 0. Hence Rad(pAp) = {O}, so that pAp is 
semisimple. 
(iii) For any x E A, suppose that .X ¢ Sp(pxp, A). Then pxp - .X is invertible 
in A, with inverse, say, q. Therefore (pxp - .X)q = q(pxp - .X) = 1. Hence 
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(pxp - >.p)pqp = pqp(pxp - >.p) = p, which means that pxp - >.p is invert-
ible in pAp. Therefore>. (j. Sp(pxp,pAp). This implies that Sp(pxp,pAp) c 
Sp(pxp, A). m 
Theorem 1.4.18 ({2}, Theorem 3.2.13(ii)) Let A be a Banach algebra and 
B a closed subalgebra of A containing 1. If x E B, then Sp(x, B) is the 
union of Sp(x, A) and a (possibly empty) collection of bounded components 
of C \ Sp(x, A), and oSp(x, B) c 8Sp(x, A), where oSp(x, B) and oSp(x, A) 
denote the boundaries of Sp(x, B) and Sp(x, A) respectively. 
Corollary 1.4.19 ([2}, Theorem 3.1.5) Let A be a Banach algebra. Then 
A/Rad(A) is semisimple and Sp(x, A)= Sp(x + Rad(A), A/Rad(A)) for all 
x EA. 
In Chapter 3 the following lemma will be necessary. 
Lemma 1.4.20 Let A be a Banach algebra which is not semisimple. If 0 =J. 
a E Rad(A), then Sp(x +a)= Sp(x) for all x EA. 
Proof. From Corollary 1.4.19 we have that Sp(x + a, A) = Sp(x + a+ 
Rad(A), A/Rad(A)). Now since a E Rad(A), we get that x+a+Rad(A) = x+ 
Rad(A), so that Sp(x+a+Rad(A), A/Rad(A)) = Sp(x+Rad(A), A/Rad(A)). 
Applying Corollary 1.4.19 to Sp(x + Rad(A), A/Rad(A)), we obtain that 
Sp(x +a, A)= Sp(x + Rad(A), A/Rad(A)) = Sp(x, A). Iii 
Definition 1.4.21 A two-sided ideal I of a Banach algebra A is called an 
inessential ideal of A if Sp(x) is finite or a sequence converging to zero for 
all x EI. 
Let I be a fixed two-sided ideal of a Banach algebra A and let x E A. 
Let R( x) = { >. : >. is an isolated point of Sp( x) and the spectral idempotent 
associated with x and>. is in I}. We define the set D(x) by D(x) = Sp(x) \ 
R(x), and the set (D(x)tby (D(x)t= D(x) U {the holes of D(x)}. 
Theorem 1.4.22 ({2}, Theorem 5. 7.4(ii)) Let A be a Banach algebra and I 
an inessential ideal of A. If x E A and y E I, then the unbounded components 
of C \ D(x) and C \ D(x + y) coincide, that is, (D(xff = (D(x + y)t 
Definition 1.4.23 Let A be a Banach algebra. A linear functional x on A 
is said to be multiplicative if x(xy) = x(x)x(y) for all x, y E A. We call x a 
character of A if x is multiplicative and x =/:- 0. 
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The set of characters on A will be denoted by M(A). 
Corollary 1.4.25 will be required in Chapter 2. In order to prove it, we 
first state the following result. 
Theorem 1.4.24 ([2}, Theorem 4.1.2} (LM. Gelfand) Let A be a commu-
tative Banach algebra. Then Sp(x) = {x(x) : x E M(A)} for all x EA. 
Corollary 1.4.25 Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. If x, y E A then 
Sp(x + y) c Sp(x) + Sp(y). 
Proof. Since A is commutative, we have from Theorem 1.4.24 that 
Sp(x + y) {x(x + y) : XE M(A)} 
{x(x) + x(y) : x E M(A)} 
c {x(x) : x E M(A)} + {x(y) : x E M(A)} 
Sp(x) + Sp(y), 
and the result follows. [:;! 
1. 5 The hoXomorphic functional caXcuX us 
The notation H(O) will be used to denote the algebra of holomorphic func-
tions on an open set 0, . 
Theorem 1.5.1 ([2}, p.42-43) Suppose that A is a Banach algebra and x E 
A. Then 
(i) if p(.X) = ao + 0!1A + · · · + ll!nAn is a polynomial with ao, a 1 , ... ,an E C, 
then 
p(x) = ao + a1x + · · · + O!nXn E A, 
(ii) if r(.X) = :~~~ is a rational function with poles in C \ Sp(x), then 
r(x) = p(x)(q(x))-1 EA, 
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00 
(iii) if f : B(O, R) --+ C is analytic, say f (>.) = I: ak>.k for ).. in the open 
k=O 
ball B(O, R), and llxll < R, then 
00 
f(x) = I: akxk EA, 
k=O 
(iv) if f E H(n), where Sp(x) c n, and f is a smooth contour inn\ Sp(x) 
surrounding Sp( x), then 
f(x) = 2;i fr f(>.)(>. - x)- 1d>. EA. 
Theorem 1.5.2 ([2}, Theorem 3.2.6} (Spectral Mapping Theorem) Let 
A be a Banach algebra and let x E A. Then for every non-constant polyno-
mial p with complex coefficients, we have that Sp(p(x)) = p(Sp(x)). 
Theorem 1.5.2 leads to the following proposition, which will be required in 
subsequent chapters. 
Proposition 1.5.3 Let x be an element of a Banach algebra A and let).. E C 
be such that i>.I > p(x). Then 0 ~a(>. - x). 
Proof. Since i>.I > p(x) we have that ).. ~ a(x). Consider a(>. - x). By the 
spectral mapping theorem, a(>. - x) is the union of).. - Sp(x) and the holes 
of>. - Sp(x). This implies that a(>. - x) =).. - a(x). If 0 Ea(>. - x), then 
).. E a(x). This is a contradiction. Iii 
Theorem 1.5.4 ([2}, Theorem 3.3.3} (Holomorphic Functional Calcu-
lus) Let A be a Banach algebra and let x E A. Suppose that n is an open 
set containing Sp(x) and that r is an arbitrary smooth contour included inn 
and surrounding Sp(x). Then the map x M f(x) = 2;i fr f(>.)(>.1 - x)-1d>. 
from H(n) into A has the following properties: 
(i) (/1 + h)(x) =Ji (x) + h(x), 
(ii) (/1 · h)(x) = fi(x) · h(x) = h(x) · fi(x), 
(iii) l(x) = 1 and I(x) = x, (where!(>.) = >.) 
(iv) if Un) converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of n, then f (x) = 
lim fn(x), 
n--+oo 
(v) Sp(J(x)) = f(Sp(x)). 
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Property ( v) is the spectral mapping theorem for analytic functions. The 
following result, which will be needed in Chapter 4, is a consequence of the 
spectral mapping theorem for analytic functions. 
Lemma 1.5.5 Let x be an element of a Banach algebra A and let .X E C be 
such that 2p(x) < I.XI. Ifµ= -i and if y = µ - (x - .X)- 1 , then p(y) < JµI. 
Proof. By the spectral mapping theorem, Sp(y) = {µ - -y~>. : "( E Sp(x)} = 
{-~ : 'Y E Sp(x)}. Therefore p(y) = sup{l~I : "( E Sp(x)}. Now 
from 2p(x) < I.XI, we obtain that p(x) < I.XI - p(x), so that p(x) < I.XI - l'YI :::; 
l.X-'YI for all"( E Sp(x). This implies that l~I < IWil· Since l'YI :::; p(x) 
for all "( E Sp(x), it follows that l~I < l~I = ltl = lµI. This implies 
that p(y) < lµI, as required. !!I 
A subset S of C is said to be totally disconnected if the only connected 
subsets of S are the one-point sets. 
Theorem 1.5.6 ([2}, Theorem 3.3.4) Let A be a Banach algebra and suppose 
that an element x E A has a disconnected spectrum . Let Uo and U1 be 
two disjoint open sets such that Sp(x) C U0 U U1 , Sp(x) n Uo f 0 and 
Sp(x) nU1 f 0. Then there exists a non-trivial idempotent p commuting with 
x, such thatSp(px) = (Sp(x)nU1)U{O} andSp(x-px) = (Sp(x)nUo)U{O}. 
Suppose that a is an isolated point of Sp(x). Then, in the case where Sp(x) 
is the disconnected set {a} U Sp ( x) \ {a}, the above theorem is of special 
interest. If r is a circle centered at a and separating a from the rest of Sp(x), 
then the idempotent p = 2;i l (.X - x)-1d.X is called the spectral idempotent 
associated with x and a. 
Corollary 1.5. 7 ({19}, Proposition 2.4) Let A be a Banach algebra, x E A 
and suppose that a is a non-zero isolated point of Sp(x). If p is the spectral 
idempotent associated with x and a, then there exists a y E A such that 
p = xy = yx. 
Proof. Let x E A and suppose that a is a non-zero isolated point of Sp(x). 
Also let r be a circle centered at a and separating a from 0 and from the 
rest of Sp(x). If .X E r, then from (.X - x)(.X - x)-1 = 1, we get that 
.X(.X-x)-1 = l+x(.X-x)-1 . This implies that (.X-x)-1 = t+tx(.X-x)-1 . 
Therefore 
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P = 2;i fr(>.. - x)- 1d.X = 2;i fr td.X + 2:i fr t(.X - x)-1d.X. 
By Cauchy's theorem, fr td.X = 0, which implies that 
P = 2~i fr t(.X - x)-1d.X = (2;i fr t(.X - x)-1d.X) x. 
Let y = 2;i fr t(.X - x)-1d.X. Then p = xy = yx. [II 
Let A be a Banach algebra. We define the set of exponentials of A by 
exp (A) = {ex : x E A}. The set of generalized exponentials of A is de-
n 
fined by Exp( A) = {TI ex; : Xi E A and n E N}. If A is not commutative, 
i=l 
then it is possible ([20], p.230-231) that exp(A) '/= Exp(A). The set Exp(A) 
is the connected component of A-1 containing the unit 1 ([2], Theorem 3.3.7). 
The following lemma will be required in Chapter 2. 
Lemma 1.5.8 Let a be any element in a Banach algebra A. Then the set 
B = Exp(A)aExp(A) is connected. 
j k 
Proof. Let b and c be arbitrary elements in B, with b = TI ex;a TI eYi and 
i=l i=l 
m n 
c = TI evia TI ewi. Without loss of generality suppose that m:;::: j and n:;::: k. 
i=l i=l 
m n 
Let g: [O, 1]--+ B be defined by g(t) = TI etx;+(l-t)v;a TI ety;+(l-t)w;, where 
i=l i=l 
Xi = 0 for i > j and Yi = 0 for i > k. Then g is a path in B connecting b 
and c, so that B is pathwise connected. Hence B is connected. Iii 
Theorem 1.5.9 ([2}, Theorem 3.3.6) Let A be a Banach algebra. Suppose 
that an element x E A has a spectrum which does not separate 0 from infinity. 
Then there exists y E A such that x = eY. In particular, for any integer n :;::: 1 
there exists z E A such that zn = x. 
The following lemma, which will be used in Chapter 2, follows from Theorem 
1.5.9. 
Lemma 1.5.10 Let A be a Banach algebra. Then A= Exp(A) + Exp(A). 
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Proof. Let a E A. Since the spectrum is compact, there exists a .A E <C 
such that I.Al > p(a). It follows from Proposition 1.5.3 that 0 ~ a(-.A +a). 
From Theorem 1.5.9 we have that -.A + a E Exp(A). Also, since .A is a 
non-zero complex number, A E Exp(A). Therefore a = (-.A + a) + .A E 
Exp(A) + Exp(A). EJ 
Lemma 1.5.11 ([24}, Lemma 3.1) Let A be a Banach algebra. Suppose that 
e and f are idempotents in A such that p( e - !) < 1. Then there exists an 
element u E exp(A) such that f = u- 1eu. 
Proof. Since p( e - !) < 1, we have from the spectral mapping theorem 
that p((e - !)2 ) = (p(e - !))2 < 1. Therefore 1 ~ a((e - !)2). It follows 
from Proposition 1.5.3 that 0 ~ a(l - (e - !)2). By the spectral mapping 
theorem, this implies that 0 ~ a((l - (e - !)2)-1). It follows from Theorem 
1.5.9 that there exists z E A such that z2 = (1- (e - !)2 )-1 . From the proof 
of Theorem 1.5.9, we have that z E exp(A). 
Let z2 = (1 - x)- 1 , where x = (e - !)2 . We must show that e commutes 
with z. We begin by showing that e commutes with x. We have that ex = 
e(e - !)2 = e - ef - ef e + ef = e(l - Je). Also, xe = (e - f) 2e = 
e - ef e- J e + J e = e(l - f e). Therefore ex= xe. Now let z12 = 1- (e - !) 2 . 
Then z = z1 - 1. By the proof of Theorem 1.5.9, the element z1 commutes 
with every element that commutes with 1 - x, so that z1e = ez1 , and hence 
ze = ez. Similarly, zf = J z. 
Let u = z( e + f - 1). Then 
u 2 z2 ( e + f - 1) 2 
(1 - (e - J)2)-1(e + f - 1)2 
(1 - e + ef + fe - n-1 (1 - e - f + ef + fe) 
1. 
Therefore u is invertible and u-1 = u. Also, Sp(u2) = {1}, so that by the 
spectral mapping theorem, Sp(u) c {-1, l}. It follows from Theorem 1.5.9 
that u E exp(A). Now since ez = ze, we have that eu = ez(e + f - 1) = 
z(e + ef - e) = zef. Also, uf = z(e + J - l)J = z(ef + J - !) = zef, so that 
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eu = uf. Recalling that u-1 = u, it follows that u- 1eu = ueu = u(uf) = 
u 2 f = f, as required. ~ 
1.6 Continuity Properties of the Spectrum 
In order to measure the continuity of the spectrum, we introduce a distance 
on the set of compact subsets of CC, called the Hausdorff distance and defined 
by 
where K 1 and K 2 are compact subsets of CC. Let r > 0 and K be a compact 
subset of C. We will use the notation K +r to denote {z: dist(z,K)::;: r}. 
Definition 1.6.1 Let A be a Banach algebra and let x E A. The map x H 
Sp(x) is continuous at a E A if, for every E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such 
that llx - all < 6 implies that ~(Sp(x), Sp( a)) < E. If, for a given E > 0, 
the number 6 > 0 is independent of a, we say that x H Sp(x) is uniformly 
continuous at a. 
Theorem 1.6.2 ([2}, Theorem 3.4.5) (J.D. Newburgh) Let A be a Ba-
nach algebra and a E A. If Sp( a) is totally disconnected, then the spectrum 
function x H Sp(x) is continuous at a. 
1.7 Elements with finite spectrum 
Definition 1. 7 .1 Let A be a Banach algebra. An element x E A is said to 
be algebraic if there exists a non-zero polynomial p such that p(x) = 0. It is 
algebraic of degree n if the polynomial p is of degree n and q(x) f=. 0 for any 
polynomial q of degree less than n. 
Theorem 1.7.2 ([2}, p.96) Let A be a Banach algebra. Then 
(i) if dim( A) = n < oo, then x is algebraic of degree ::;: n for all x E A, 
(ii) if x is algebraic of degree n, then Sp(x) is finite and #Sp(x) ::;: n, 
(iii) if dim(A/Rad(A)) < oo, then Sp(x) is finite for all x EA. 
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Proof. (i) Suppose that dim( A) = n < oo. If x E A then the set of elements 
n 
{1, x, x2, ... , xn} is linearly dependent, say E skxk = 0, with not all the Sk 
k=O 
n 
zero. Let p(z) = E skzk. Then p -=I- 0 and deg(p) ~ n. Also p(x) = 0. Hence 
k=O 
x is algebraic of degree ~ n. 
(ii) Suppose that x is algebraic of degree n. Let p be a polynomial of de-
gree n such that p(x) = 0. By the spectral mapping theorem, p(Sp(x)) = 
Sp(p(x)) = {O}. So if,\ E Sp(x), then p(-\) = 0, i.e. A is a zero of the 
polynomial p. Since deg(p) = n, we get that p has at most n distinct zeros. 
This implies that #Sp(x) ~ n. 
(iii) Let x be an arbitrary element in A. Then by (i) and (ii), we get that 
#Sp(x + Rad(A), A/Rad(A)) ~ n. It follows from Corollary 1.4.19 that 
#Sp(x, A) ~ n. [] 
Corollary 1.7.3 If xis an element of a Banach algebra A with dim(xAx) = 
n, then x is algebraic and #Sp(x) ~ n + 2. 
Proof. Suppose that dim(xAx) = n. Then the set {x2 ,x3 , •.. ,xn+2} is 
n+2 
linearly dependent. Therefore E skxk = 0, with not all sk = 0. Let p 
k=2 
n+2 
be a polynomial defined by p(z) = E skzk (z E C). Then p(x) = 0 and 
k=2 
deg(p) ~ n + 2, so that x is algebraic of degree ~ n + 2. It follows from 
Theorem 1.7.2 that #Sp(x) ~ n + 2. I[) 
Definition 1. 7.4 A set U in a Banach algebra A is called an absorbing set 
if there exists an element a E U with the following property: If x E A, then 
there exists an r > 0 such that a+ AX E U for all real A such that -r ~ A ~ r. 
An open set is absorbing, but not vice versa. 
The concept of capacity can be defined for Borel sets. It is a difficult 
concept. But for our purposes, it suffices to know that the capacity of a set 
is an indication of the size of the set. Closed disks and closed line segments 
have non-zero capacities. A discrete set has zero capacity. If a set S has zero 
capacity, then S is small in some sense. 
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Theorem 1.7.5 ({2], Theorem 3.f25}(Scarcity Lemma) Suppose that A 
is a Banach algebra. Let f : D ~ A be analytic, where D is a domain in 
C. Then either the set of A E D such that Sp(J(.X)) is finite is a Borel set 
having zero capacity, or there exists an n ~ 1 and a closed discrete subset E 
of D such that #Sp(J(.X)) = n for all A ED\ E and #Sp(J(.X)) < n for all 
.XE E. 
Corollary 1.7.6 Let A be a Banach algebra. Then 
(i) if Dis a domain in C, the map f: D ~A is analytic and #Sp(J(.X)) ::; n 
for all A in a subset of D with non-zero capacity, then #Sp(f (.X)) ::; n for 
all.XE D, 
(ii} if #Sp(xa) ::; n for all x in an absorbing set U of A and for any fixed 
element a of A, then #Sp(xa) ::; n for all x E A. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that #Sp(J(.X)) ::; n for all AES, where Sis a subset of 
D with non-zero capacity. Then by Theorem 1. 7.5, there exists an m E N and 
a closed discrete subset E of D such that #Sp(J(.X)) = m for all A E D \ E 
and #Sp(f (.X)) < m for all A EE. If m > n then #Sp(J(.X)) ::; n < m for all 
.XE S. But since Eis discrete, E has zero capacity, so that #Sp(J(.X)) < m 
only on a set with zero capacity. This is a contradiction. Hence m ::; n for 
all.XE D. 
(ii) Suppose that #Sp(xa) ::; n for all x E U and for a fixed a E A, where 
U is an absorbing subset of A. Let b E U such that if x E A, there exists 
rx > 0, with b +AX E U for all A such that -rx ::; A ::; rx. Let x E A and let 
f : C ~A be defined by f (.X) = [b+.X(x-b)]a. Then f is analytic on C. Also, 
if A E JR and -rx-b::; A::; rx-b, then b+.X(x-b) EU. Hence #Sp(f(.X))::; n 
for all A E [-rx-b, rx-bJ, a set with non-zero capacity. By (i), we have that 
#Sp(f (.X)) ::; n for all A EC. Take A= 1. Then f(.X) = [b+ .X(x - b)]a = xa, 
so that #Sp(xa) ::; n for all x E A. ill 
Since an open set is absorbing, the following result follows from Corollary 
l.7.6(ii). 
Corollary 1.7.7 ({19}, Lemma 2. 7) Let A be a Banach algebra and x EA. 
If #Sp(yx) ::; n for all y E A- 1, then #Sp(yx) ::; n for all y E A. 
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Theorem 1. 7.8 is also an application of the scarcity lemma. We will use it to 
prove several results in subsequent chapters. 
Theorem 1.7.8 ([2}, Theorem 5.4-2} Let A be a Banach algebra. Then 
(i) if A contains an absorbing set U such that Sp(x) is finite for all x E U, 
then A/Rad(A) is finite-dimensional, 
(ii} if A contains an absorbing set U such that #Sp(x) :s; n for all x E U 
and some fixed n EN, then dim(A/Rad(A)) :s; n4 . 
Hence if A is semisimple and if #Sp(x) :s; n for all x in an absorbing set U 
of A, then dim(A) :s; n4 . 
Corollary 1.7.9 ([2}, Exercise 4, p.114) Let A be a semisimple Banach al-
gebra. If U is a non-empty open subset of A such that Sp(x) consists of one 
point for every x E U, then A is isomorphic to C. 
Proof. Since U is open, U is an absorbing set. So #Sp(x) :s; 1 for all x in 
an absorbing subset U of A. Since A is semisimple, it follows from Theorem 
1.7.8 that dim (A) :s; 14 = 1, so that dim(A) = 1. Therefore A= span{l}. 
So A = {.A · 1 : .A E C}. Every non-zero element in A is invertible: If .A =J. 0, 
then (.A· l)(t· 1) = 1=(t·1)(.A· l). Hence A is isomorphic to C, by Corollary 
1.4.5. ~ 
The following lemma will be required in Chapter 3. 
Lemma 1.7.10 Let a be an element of a Banach algebra A and suppose 
that #Sp(xa) < oo for all x E A. If k is a fixed positive integer, then the set 
defined by Ak = {x EA: #Sp(xa) :s; k} is closed in A. 
Proof. Let (xn) be a sequence in Ak such that Xn ---+ x, where x E A. 
Suppose that #Sp(xa) > k, and .A 1 , .A2 , ... , Ak+i E Sp(xa). Let E < !min{l.Aj-
Ai I : i =I= j; i' j = 1, 2' ... ' k + 1}. 
Define the map f : A ---+ K(C) by x H Sp(xa), where K(C) is the 
set of all compact subsets of C with the Hausdorff metric. Since Sp(xa) is 
finite, and hence totally disconnected for all x E A, the map xa H Sp(xa) 
is continous by Theorem 1.6.2. Since f is the composition of x H xa and 
xa H Sp(xa), this implies that f is continous on A. Hence limn-too Sp(xna) = 
limn-too f (xn) = f (limn-too Xn) = f (x) = Sp(xa), so that given any E > 0 
there exists an NE N such that if n 2: N, then ~(Sp(xna), Sp(xa)) < E, i.e. 
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max ( sup dist(z, Sp(xna)), sup dist(z, Sp(xa))) < E. 
zESp(xa) zESp(xna) 
Hence dist().j, Sp(xna)) < E for all j = 1, 2, ... , k + 1, and for all n ~ N. 
Now, #Sp(xNa) :S k, say Sp(xNa) = {µ 1 , µ 2 , ... , µP} with p :S k. Suppose 
that dist().Ji Sp(xNa)) = l).j - µii I < E, for j = 1, 2, ... , k + 1. Then since 
p :S k < k + 1, there exist 1 :S i < j :S k + 1 and 1 :S t :S p such 
that l).i - µti < E and l).j - µti < E. Therefore l).i - Ajl < 2t:, which is a 
contradiction. Hence #Sp(xa) :S k, so that x E Ak. 00 
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Chapter 2 
Spatlianny rank one and finite 
rank enements 
In Chapter 1 we defined a compactly rank one element as follows: A non-
zero element u in a semisimple Banach algebra A is a compactly rank one 
element of A if u is single and u acts compactly on A. In 1978 J. Puhl gave 
the following definition for what he called one-dimensional elements: An non-
zero element u in a semiprime Banach algebra A is called one-dimensional if 
there exists a linear functional fu on A such that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. 
Various authors such as in [11] and [14] have since studied the elements with 
this property and have called these elements spatially rank one elements. In 
this chapter we develop a theory on the spatially rank one and spatially finite 
rank elements. The spatially finite rank elements are the finite sums of the 
spatially rank one elements. 
2 .1 Basic properties of spatially rank one el-
ements 
In this section we present the basic properties of spatially rank one elements. 
The main results are Example 2.1.14, Example 2.1.17 and Theorem 2.1.18. 
We begin with the definition of a spatially rank one element. This concept 
was introduced by J. Puhl in 1978, and the terminology was introduced by 
R. Harte in 1995. 
Definition 2.1.1 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and u a non-zero 
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element of A. We say that u is a spatially rank one element of A if there 
exists a linear functional fu on A such that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. 
One motivation for this definition is that for the Banach algebra A = .C(X) 
of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X, the spatially rank one 
elements coincide with the one-dimensional operators. We will prove this 
shortly. 
The set of spatially rank one elements of A will be denoted by Fi. 
Proposition 2.1.2 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E Fi. 
Then uAu = Cu. 
Proof. From the definition of spatially rank one, uAu C Cu. To show the 
other inclusion, let .>..u E Cu. Now since A is semi prime and u E Fi, there ex-
ists a y EA such that uyu-:/= 0 and uyu = u. Therefore .>..u = u(.>..y)u E uAu. 
Hence Cuc uAu. 13 
We prove in the next proposition that the linear functional in the definition 
of spatially rank one elements is unique and bounded (hence it is continuous). 
Proposition 2.1.3 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E Fi. 
Then the linear functional f u in Definition 2.1.1 is unique and bounded (hence 
it is continuous). 
Proof. Suppose that f~ is another linear functional satisfying uxu = f~(x)u 
for all x E A. Then we have that fu(x)u = f~(x)u for all x E A, i.e. 
Uu(x) - f~(x))u = 0 for all x E A. Since u -:/= 0, it follows that fu = f~, 
proving uniqueness. 
To show that fu is bounded, we have from uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A that 
llfu(x)ull = lfu(x)lllull = lluxull ~ llullllxllllull· Since u is non-zero, llull-:/= 0, 
so that lfu(x)I ~ llullllxll· Taking C = llull, we obtain that lfu(x)I ~ Cllxll, 
so that fu is bounded. R 
We have the following simple propositions. 
Proposition 2.1.4 Every non-zero element of the Banach algebra C is a 
spatially rank one element of C. 
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Proof. Let .A be any non-zero point in C. For any point µ E C, we can always 
find a complex number a(µ) such that .Aµ.A = a(µ).A. Take f>.(µ) =a(µ). • 
Proposition 2.1.5 If A is a one-dimensional Banach algebra, then every 
non-zero element of A is a spatially rank one element of A. 
Proof. Let a be a non-zero element of A. Since A is one dimensional, we 
have that A= C · 1. This implies that ax = .A(x) · 1 for all x E A and some 
.A(x) EC. Hence axa = .A(x)a for all x EC. Take fa(x) = .A(x). ill 
Following is the definition of the trace of a spatially rank one element. 
This plays a vital role in determining some of the properties of spatially rank 
one elements. 
Definition 2.1.6 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E F 1 . The 
complex number tr(u) defined by u2 = tr(u)u is called the trace of u. 
Proposition 2.1.7 Suppose that A is a semiprime Banach algebra and that 
u E F 1 . Then tr(u) is unique and tr(u) = fu(l). 
Proof. Let u E F 1 and suppose that tr'(u) also satisfies u2 = tr'(u)u. Then 
tr(u)u = tr'(u)u, so that (tr(u) - tr'(u))u = 0. Since u -=/= 0, we have that 
tr(u) = tr'(u). 
To show that tr(u) = fu(l), we note that since u E F 1 , we have that 
uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. Taking x = 1, it follows that u2 = fu(l)u. By 
uniqueness of tr(u), we obtain that fu(l) = tr(u). ~ 
In the case of commutative semiprime Banach algebras, the trace enables 
us to get the following simplification for the definition of spatially rank one 
elements. 
Proposition 2.1.8 ([21}, Remark 2.3) Let A be a commutative semiprime 
Banach algebra and let 0-=/= u E A. Then u E F 1 if and only if there exists a 
linear functional gu on A such that ux = gu(x)u for all x E A. 
Proof. Suppose that u E F 1 . Then there exists a linear functional fu such 
that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. Since A is commutative, it follows that 
u2x = fu(x)u. Since u2 = fu(l)u by Proposition 2.1.7, this implies that 
fu(l)ux = fu(x)u. If fu(l) = 0, then uxu = 0 for all x E A. Since A 
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is semiprime, this implies that u = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
fu(l) # 0, so that ux = 1;Yt,{). Let gu(x) = ~:~~~. Then gu is a linear 
functional on A, and ux = 9u(x)u for all x E A. 
Conversely, suppose that gu is a linear functional on A such that ux = 
gu(x)u for all x E A. Then u(xu) = uxu = 9u(xu)u for all x E A. Let 
fu(x) = gu(xu). Then fu is a linear functional on A, and uxu = fu(x)u for 
all x E A. This means that u E :F1 . ~ 
The following lemma will be needed to prove several results in this and 
subsequent chapters. 
Lemma 2.1.9 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E :F1 be non-
nilpotent. Then trCu) is a non-zero idempotent in :F1 . 
Proof. Since u is non-nilpotent, we have that u2 # 0. It follows from 
u2 = tr(u)u that tr(u) # 0. Therefore (trCu)) 2 = (trC~))2 = (!~~~~)2 = trCu)' so 
that trCu) is an idempotent. Clearly, trCu) # 0. [!] 
Corollary 2.1.10 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E :F1 be 
non-nilpotent. Then w- 1 trCu) w is an idempotent for all w E Exp( A). 




W tr(u) W ( -1 u )( -1 u ) W tr(u)W W tr(u)W 
-1 u 2 
W (tr(u))2 W 
-1 u 
W tr(u) w, 
as required. G'J 
The trace also enables us to get the following result, which we will need 
later in this chapter. 
Lemma 2.1.11 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E :F1 . If 
0 # a E C and au is an idempotent, then a = tr(u). 
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Proof. Since au is an idempotent, (au) 2 = au. But also, (au) 2 = a2u2 = 
a 2tr(u)u. This implies that atr(u) = 1, so that a= tr(u). • 
Using the trace, we get the following simplification for nilpotent elements 
that are spatially of rank one. This result will be used in the proof of Lemma 
2.5.l. 
Lemma 2.1.12 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E :F1 . Then 
u is nilpotent if and only if u 2 = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that u is nilpotent. Then there exists a smallest integer 
n 2:: 2 such that un = 0. Now since u E :F1 , we have that u2 = tr(u)u. If 
tr(u) = 0 then u2 = 0. If tr(u) =J 0 then from un = 0 and u2 = tr(u)u, 
we get that tr(u)un-l = u2un-2 = un = 0. Since tr(u) =J 0, it follows that 
un-l = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence tr( u) is always 0, and using the 
same argument as before, u2 = 0. 
Conversely, if u2 = 0 then u is nilpotent by definition. ~ 
Recall that a Banach algebra A is semisimple if Rad(A) = {0}. Since 
0 ¢:. :F1 , this means that in semisimple Banach algebras, :F1 and Rad(A) 
are disjoint. In the following theorem we prove that in semiprime Banach 
algebras which are not semisimple, :F1 and Rad(A) are still disjoint. 
Theorem 2.1.13 ({11}, p.298} Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra which 
is not semisimple. Then :F1 n Rad(A) = 0. 
Proof. Since A is not semisimple, Rad(A) =J {0}. So let 0 =J a E Rad(A). 
If a E :F1 then axa = !a(x)a for all x E A. Since A is semiprime there exists 
a y E A such that aya = fa(y)a =J 0, so that !a(Y) =J 0. Now, the ele-
t ay · 'd t t · (...!!:JL) 2 _ ayay _ fa(Y ay _ ...!!:JL s· men la(Y) IS an 1 em po en smce la(Y) - Ua(y))2 - fa Y ) - fa(Y). mce 
a E Rad(A) and Rad(A) is a two-sided ideal, 1:(;;) E Rad(A) c QN(A), so 
that Sp ( 1:(y)) = {O}. If J:fy) = 0 then tal;l = a = 0, which is a con-
tradiction. Therefore J:fy) =J 0, so that 1 E Sp ( 1:(y)). This contradicts 
1:(y) E Rad(A). Therefore a¢:. :F1 . Ill 
Recall that in the comment following the definition of spatially rank one 
elements, we remarked that one motivation for the definition is that in the 
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Banach algebra .C(X) of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X, the 
spatially rank one elements coincide with the one-dimensional operators. In 
[21] J. Puhl stated this, although he did not prove it. We prove this fact in 
the next example. In order to do so, first note that .C(X) is semisimple ([2], 
Theorem 3.1.4). 
Example 2.1.14 {[21}, Proposition 2.6) Let X be a Banach space and let 
A = .C(X). Then the spatially rank one elements of A are the one-dimensional 
operators. 
Proof. Since A is a semisimple, it follows from Theorem 1.3.4 that A is 
semiprime. Now suppose that TE F 1 . Then there exists a linear functional 
fr on A such that TST = fr(S)T for all S E A. Let Mr : A ---? A be the 
map defined by Mr(S) = TST for all SE A. Then Mr(S) = fr(S)T for all 
SE A. This implies that Mr(A) = span{T}, so that 
dim(Mr(A)) = 1. (2.1.15) 
Suppose that Tx and Ty are linearly independent for some x, y E X. Let 
E = span{Tx, Ty} and define f(Tx) = 1, f(Ty) = 0, g(Tx) = 0, g(Ty) = 1. 
Then f and g can be extended linearly and continuously to X by the Hahn-
Banach Theorem. Now consider the equation 
(2.1.16) 
with S1 = f ® x and S2 = g ® y, where S1z = J(z)x and S2z = g(z)y. 
Then we have that (>..TS1T + µTS2T)x = 0. Since S1 (Tx) = J(Tx)x and 
S2 (Tx) = g(Tx)y, it follows from f (Tx) = 1 and g(Tx) = 0 that S1 (Tx) = x 
and S2 (Tx) = 0. This implies that >..Tx = 0. Similarly, (>..TS1T+µTS 2T)y = 
0 yields µTy = 0. So we have that >..Tx + µTy = 0. Since Tx and Ty 
are linearly independent, it follows that >.. = 0 = µ. From the fact that 
(2.1.16) implies that>..= 0 = µ, it follows that TS1T and TS2T are linearly 
independent elements of Mr(A). This contradicts (2.1.15). Hence Tx and 
Ty are linearly dependent, so that dim(T(X)) ~ 1. Since T i= 0, it follows 
that dim(T(X)) = 1. So we have shown that if T E F 1 then T is a one-
dimensional operator. 
Conversely, suppose that T E A is a one-dimensional operator. Then 
dim(T(X)) = 1. This means that there exists x0 E X such that Tx = 
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Let fr(S) = >.(STx0 ). Then fr is a linear functional on A and we have that 
TST = fr(S)T, so that Tis a spatially rank one element of A. !ID 
One of the most important Banach algebras is M2 ( C), the Banach algebra 
of complex two by two matrices. Having seen the nature of the spatially rank 
one elements in the Banach algebra .C(X) of bounded linear operators on 
Banach space X, it is natural to seek to know the nature of the spatially rank 
one elements in M2 (C). The following example shows that in this algebra, 
the spatially rank one elements are the non-invertible elements. 
Example 2.1.17 ({7}, Example 3.4.3) Let A= M2 (C), with standard matrix 
addition, scalar multiplication, multiplication and with norm 
llMll = sup{llMxli: x E C2 , iixii ~ 1}, 
where the norm in C2 is the Euclidean norm. Then the spatially rank one 
elements of A are the non-invertible elements. 
Proof. We first show that A is semi prime. Let x = (xi x2 ) and y = 
X3 X4 
( ~: ~:) be arbitrary elements of A, with xyx = 0. Taking y = ( ~ ~), 
( 
X1 X2 ) ( 1 0) ( X1 X2 ) ( 0 0) . . we have that x
3 
x
4 0 0 
XJ x
4 
= 0 0 . This gives us that 
( xi xix2 ) = ( O O), which yields x1 = 0. Repeating this procedure X1X3 X2X3 0 0 
using y = ( ~ ~) , y = ( ~ ~) and y = ( ~ ~), we get that X2 = 0, x3 = 
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0 and X4 = 0 respectively. This implies that x = (Xi x2) = ( O O). It 
X3 X4 0 0 
follows from Theorem 1.3.3 that A is semiprime. 
Now suppose that x = (xi x2) is a non-invertible element of A. Then 
X3 X4 
det(x) = X1X4 - X2X3 = 0, so that x 1x4 = x2x3. So if y = (Yi Y2) is any 
Y3 Y4 
element in A, then we have that 
xyx X1 X2 ) (Yi Y2 ) ( X1 X2) 
X3 X4 Y3 Y4 X3 X4 
(x1Y1 + X2Y3 + X3Y2 + X4y4)X1 (X1Y1 + X2Y3 + X3Y2 + X4y4)X2) 
(X1Y1 + X2Y3 + X3Y2 + X4y4)X3 (x1Y1 + X2Y3 + X3Y2 + X4y4)X4 





where Ax(Y) = X1Y1 + X2Y3 + X3Y2 + X4y4. Take fx(Y) = Ax(y). Then 
xyx = Ax(y)x = fx(y)x, which means that xis a spatially rank one element 
of A. 
Conversely, suppose that x = (Xi x2 ) is a spatially rank one element 
X3 X4 
of A. Then there exists a linear functional fx on A such that xyx = fx(y)x 




But det 1 
X1X3 
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If fx(Y) = 0 for all y E A, then xyx = fx(y)x = 0 and from Theorem 1.3.3 
we have that x = ( ~ ~), which is non-invertible. If fx(Y) # 0 for some 
y E A, then det(x) = x 1x 4 - x2x3 = 0, so that xis non-invertible. Therefore 
spatially rank one elements of A are non-invertible. Ill 
Having seen the nature of the spatially rank one elements in two of the 
most important Banach algebras .C(X) of bounded linear operators on a 
Banach space X, and M2 (C) of complex two by two matrices, we proceed to 
see how we can use a spatially rank one element to construct other spatially 
rank one elements of a semiprime Banach algebra. The following result due 
to J. Puhl shows that all non-zero products of spatially rank one elements 
and other elements in the Banach algebra are spatially of rank one. 
Theorem 2.1.18 ({21}, Lemma 2. 7) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
and let u E F 1 . If x, y E A such that xuy # 0, then xuy E F 1 . 
Proof. Suppose that u E F 1 and x, y E A with xuy # 0. For any t E 
A, we have that (xuy)t(xuy) = xu(ytx)uy. Since u E F 1 , it follows that 
xu(ytx)uy = fu(ytx)xuy. Taking fxuy(t) = fu(ytx), the result follows. l!&l 
Corollary 2.1.19 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. If 0 #a EC and 
u E F 1 , then au E F 1 and tr(au) = atr(u). 
Proof. Since a # 0 and u # 0, we have that au # 0. It follows from 
Theorem 2.1.18 that au E F 1 . Therefore (au) 2 = tr(au)au = atr(au)u. 
Also, (au) 2 = a 2u2 = a 2tr(u)u. This implies that a 2tr(u) = atr(au), so 
that atr(u) = tr(au). Ul 
The next result also follows from Theorem 2.1.18. 
Corollary 2.1.20 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E F 1 . If 
a is any element in A such that au # 0, then tr(au) = fu(a). A similar 
statement holds for ua. 
Proof. Let u E F 1 and a E A such that au # 0. Then from Theorem 
2.1.18 we obtain that au E F 1 . By definition of tr(au) and from u E F 1 , 
we have that tr(au)au = (au) 2 = a(uau) = fu(a)au. This implies that 
tr(au) = fu(a). i:l 
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2.2 SpatiaHy rank one elements and minimal 
idempotents 
This section is aimed at introducing a special class of spatially rank one 
elements, the minimal idempotents. We then go on to show how minimal 
idempotents relate spatially rank one elements to minimal left ideals. The 
main result of the section is Theorem 2.2.3. 
In the following result we prove that minimal idempotents are spatially 
rank one elements. 
Lemma 2.2.1 ([21}, Remark 2.4) If pis a minimal idempotent in a semiprime 
Banach algebra A, then p E F 1 . 
Proof. Suppose that p E A is a minimal idempotent. Then by definition 
pAp is a division algebra. It follows from Theorem 1.4.5 that pAp = <Cp. 
Hence there exists a linear functional fp on A such that pxp = fp(x)p for all 
x EA.~ 
The converse of this result is generally not true. However, if an element 
is both an idempotent and spatially of rank one, then it is a minimal idem-
potent. This is the next result. 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let p E A. If p is 
an idempotent and p E F 1 , then p is a minimal idempotent in A. 
Proof. Suppose that p is an idempotent in A and that p E F 1. Let 0 i= 
pxp E pAp. Then pxp = fp(x)p with fp(x) i= 0. Therefore 
(p fp(x)p)(pxp) = (pxp)(p 1)x)P) = fp(x)(p fp(x)p)p = P3 = p, 
so that pxp is invertible in pAp. liiil 
As we remarked at the beginning of this section, minimal idempotents 
provide a vital link between the set of spatially rank one elements and the 
minimal left ideals. In 1978 J. Puhl showed this link in the proof of ([21], 
Remark 2.5). Stated more explicitly, his result says that: Every minimal left 
ideal of a semiprime Banach algebra contains a minimal idempotent. Also, 
every spatially rank one element of a semiprime Banach algebra is contained 
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in a minimal left ideal of the Banach algebra. The first part of this result 
was actually proved by C.E. Rickart earlier in 1960. Following is this result 
as proved by J. Puhl. 
Theorem 2.2.3 ({21}, Remark 2.5) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. 
Then we have the following: 
(1) If L is a minimal left ideal of A then L contains a minimal idempo-
tent p such that L = Ap. 
(2) If u E :F1 then L =Au is a minimal left ideal of A. 
Proof. (1) Let {O} =/=- L be a minimal left ideal of A. Since A is semiprime, 
L2 =j=. {0}. This means that there exists z E L such that Lz =/=- {O}. Obviously, 
Lz is a left ideal. Since z E L, we have that Lz C L. Since L is a minimal 
left ideal, it follows that Lz = L. This implies that there exists p E L such 
that 
pz = z. (2.2.4) 
Clearly, L(p - 1) is also a left ideal contained in L. So either L(p - 1) = {O} 
or L(p - 1) = L. If L(p - 1) = L then there exists f E L such that 
fp - f = p. From (2.2.4) we have that (p - l)z = 0. This implies that 
z = pz = f (p- l)z = 0. Hence Lz = {O}, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
L(p - 1) = {O}. It follows that p(p - 1) = 0, so that p is an idempotent. 
If p = 0 then L(p - 1) = {O} = L(-1), which implies that L = {O}. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore p =/=- 0 and since p E L, we obtain that 
{ 0} =/=- Ap c L. Since L is a minimal left ideal, this implies that L = Ap. We 
have shown that L contains an idempotent p such that L = Ap. 
We show that p is a minimal idempotent. From Theorem 1.4.17 we have 
that pAp is an algebra with unit p. So there exists d E A such that pdp =/=- 0. 
Now pdp = p(pdp) E Apdp, so that Apdp =/=- {O}. Since pdp E L, we have 
that Apdp c L. Since L is a minimal left ideal, this implies that Apdp = L. 
Hence there exists g E A such that gpdp = p. Therefore pgpdp = p2 = p, i.e. 
(pgp) (pdp) = p. Hence every non-zero element pdp of pAp has a left inverse. 
This implies that pAp is a division algebra. 
(2) Suppose that u E :F1. Let L = Au and suppose that {O} =/=- J is a 
left ideal of A such that J c L. Then each non-zero element of J is of the 
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form yu. Since A is semiprime, there exists z E A such that 
yuzyu # 0. (2.2.5) 
This implies that zy # 0. Since u E :F1 , for any x E A we have that 
fu(zy)xu = xuzyu. If fu(zy) = 0, then xuzyu = 0 for all x E A. If we 
take x = 1, we have that uzyu = 0, which implies that yuzyu = 0. This 
contradicts (2.2.5). Hence fu(zy) # 0, so that xu = 1)zy)xuzyu E J. Since 
x is an arbitrary element of A, we get that L =Au C J. This proves that L 
is a minimal left ideal. ltl 
2.3 Spectrum of a spatiaHy rank one element 
One of the key concepts relating to Banach algebra elements is the concept of 
the spectrum, introduced in Chapter 1. This section is devoted to the study 
of the spectrum of a spatially rank one element. The main results here are 
Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.6. 
In 1978 J. Puhl proved a result that characterizes the spectrum of a spa-
tially rank one element ([21], Lemma 2.8). His proof relies on a property 
of elements of Banach algebras called quasi-inverses. In the following theo-
rem, we prove Puhl's result. However, here it is stated and proved slightly 
differently. 
Theorem 2.3.1 ({21}, Lemma 2.8) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
and let u E :F1 . Then we have the following: 
(1) Sp( u) C {O, tr( u)}, 
(2) dim(A) = 1 =? Sp(u) = {tr(u)}, 
(3) dim(A) ~ 2 =? Sp(u) = {O, tr(u)}. 
Proof. (1) Let u E :F1 . Then u2 - tr(u)u = 0. It follows from the spectral 
mapping theorem that {O} = Sp(u2 - tr(u)u) = {>,2 - tr(u)A: A E Sp(u)}. 
So if A E Sp(u), then A2 - tr(u)A = 0, so that A = 0 or A = tr(u). This 
implies that Sp(u) C {O, tr(u)}. 
(2) Let u E :F1 and suppose that dim(A) = 1. Then there exists 0 # a E C 
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such that u = ed. This implies that Sp(u) = aSp(l) = {a}. From 
u2 = tr(u)u and u =al, we have a= tr(u), so that Sp(u) ={a}= {tr(u)}. 
(3) Let u E Fi. Then we have from (1) that Sp(u) C {O, tr(u)}. We prove 
the inclusion {O, tr(u)} c Sp(u). Since u E Fi, there exists a linear func-
tional fu such that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. If 0 fj. Sp(u) then u is 
invertible. This means that u2u-i = tr(u)uu-i, so that u = tr(u) · 1. It 
follows that tr(u)xtr(u) = fu(x)tr(u). Since u =I- 0 we have that tr(u) =I- 0. 
Therefore x = 1~J(J)i for all x E A. This implies that dim(A) = 1, which is a 
contradiction. Hence 0 E Sp(u). 
Now suppose that tr(u) fj. Sp(u). Then u - tr(u) · 1 is invertible. From 
u2 = tr(u)u it follows that u = (u-tr(u) · 1)-i(u-tr(u) · l)u = 0, which is a 
contradiction. This together with 0 E Sp(u) means that {O, tr(u)} C Sp(u), 
so that Sp(u) = {O, tr(u)}. rJ 
Lemma 2.3.2 The trace of a spatially rank one element of a semiprime 
Banach algebra A is a continuous function. 
Proof. Let u E Fi. Then Sp(u) = {O, tr(u)} by Theroem 2.3.1. It follows 
from Theorem 1.6.2 that the function u H Sp(u) is continuous on Fi. There-
fore if u0 is any element in Fi, then given any t: > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 
such that llu- uoll < 8 with u E Fi implies that ~(Sp(u),Sp(u0)) <~'i.e. 
max ( sup dist(z, Sp(u)), sup dist(z, Sp(u0))) < ~· Now from Sp(u0 ) = 
zESp(uo) zESp(u) 
{O, tr(u0 )} and Sp(u) = {O, tr(u)} we have that 
sup dist(z, Sp(u)) 
zESp(uo) 
sup dist(z, {O, tr(u)}) 
zESp(uo) 
sup{inf{O, ltr(u)I}, inf{ltr(uo)I, ltr(u) - tr(uo)I} 
sup{O, inf{ltr(uo)I, ltr(u) - tr(uo)I} 
inf { I tr ( uo) I , I tr ( u) - tr ( uo) I } . 
Similarly, sup dist(z, Sp(u0)) = inf{ltr(u)I, 1tr(u0 ) - tr(u)I}. Therefore 
zESp(u) 
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6(Sp(u), Sp(u0 )) = max(inf{ltr(u)I, ltr(u) - tr(uo)I}, inf{ltr(uo)I, ltr(uo) -
tr(u)I} < ~for u E Fi such that llu - uoll < 8. 
There are four cases: 
(i) Ifinf{ltr(u)I, ltr(u)-tr(uo)I} = ltr(u)I and inf{ltr(uo)I, ltr(uo)-tr(u)I} = 
1tr(u0 )1, then ltr(uo)I < ~ and ltr(u)I < ~' so that ltr(u) - tr(uo)I :::; 
I tr ( u) I + I tr ( uo) I < ~ + ~ = E. 
(ii) Ifinf{ltr(u)I, ltr(u)-tr(uo)I} = ltr(u)I and inf{ltr(uo)I, ltr(uo)-tr(u)I} = 
ltr(uo) - tr(u)I then ltr(u) - tr(uo)I = ltr(uo) - tr(u)I < ~ < E. 
(iii) Ifinf{ltr(u)I, ltr(u)-tr(uo)I} = ltr(u)-tr(uo)I and inf{ltr(uo)I, ltr(uo)-
tr(u)I} = ltr(uo)I then ltr(u) - tr(uo)I < ~ < E. 
(iv) Ifinf{ltr(u)I, ltr(u)-tr(uo)I} = ltr(u)-tr(uo)I and inf{ltr(uo)I, ltr(uo)-
tr(u)I} = ltr(uo) - tr(u)I then ltr(u) - tr(uo)I < ~ < E. 
Therefore in all cases, we have that ltr(u) - tr(u0 )1 < E. So we have 
shown that given any E > 0, there exists a 8 > 0 such that llu - uoll < 8 with 
u E Fi implies that 1tr(u)-tr(u0 )1 < E. This implies that the trace function 
is continuous on :Fi. D 
Note that a key step to prove Lemma 2.3.2 is the fact that the spectrum 
function is continuous on :Fi. One can avoid this and prove directly that the 
trace function is continuous on :Fi by using sequences and the definition of 
the trace. The details follow. 
Alternative proof of Lemma 2.3.2: Let ( un) be a sequence in :Fi with 
Un -+ u E Fi. Recall from Definition 2.1.1 that u =J. 0. We show that 
tr(un) -+ tr(u). Firstly suppose that u is nilpotent. Then u2 = 0, so that 
tr(u) = 0. We have that tr(un)un = Un 2 -+ u2 = 0. Also, ltr(un)lllunll = 
llun2 ll :::; llunllllunll· Since llunll =J. 0 for all n E N, we get that ltr(un)I :::; 
llunll :::; K, where K = sup{llunll : n E N}. This means that tr(un) is 
bounded. Let (tr(unk)) be a convergent subsequence of tr(un), say tr(unk)-+ 
l: The existence of such a subsequence is guaranteed by the boundedness of 
(tr(un)) and the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem. We have that tr(unk)unk -+ 
lu. Since (tr(unk)unk) is a subsequence of (tr(un)un) and tr(un)un -+ 0, it 
follows from uniqueness of limits that lu = 0. Since u =J. 0, we obtain that 
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l = 0. Since (tr(unk)) is an arbitrary subsequence of (tr(un)), it follows that 
tr (Un) --+ 0 = tr ( u) . 
Now suppose that u is non-nilpotent. In view of Lemma 2.1.9, we can 
suppose without loss of generality that u is an idempotent. Then u = 
u 2 = tr(u)u, so that tr(u) = 1. Also un2 --+ u2 = u. This implies 
that (tr(un) - l)un = Un 2 - Un --+ 0. Using an argument similar to the 
one in the first part, we obtain that tr( un) - 1 --+ 0. This implies that 
tr (Un) --+ 1 = tr ( u) . r:l 
In the first section of this chapter, we identified the spatially rank one 
elements in the Banach algebras .C(X) of bounded linear operators on a 
Banach space X and M2 (C) of complex two by two matrices (see Example 
2.1.14 and Example 2.1.17). An interesting question to ask is whether there 
are any Banach algebras without spatially rank one elements. We answer 
this question in Theorem 2.3.3. In 1993 T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer 
gave a proof of this result ([19], p.213). Our proof follows along the same 
lines and relies on Theorem 2.3.l. 
Theorem 2.3.3 If A is a semiprime Banach algebra with no non-zero divi-
sors of zero and if dim(A) 2:: 2 then F 1 = f/J. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists au E F 1 . Then uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. 
If fu(l) = 0 then u 2 = 0, which means that u is a non-zero divisor of zero. 
This is a contradiction since A has no nonzero divisors of zero. If fu(l) =j:. 0 
then Sp(u) = {O, fu(l)} by Theorem 2.3.l. It follows from Theorem 1.5.6 
that there exists a non-trivial idempotent p E A. This is a contradiction 
since by Proposition 1.1.14, the only idempotents in A are 0 and 1. Hence 
F1 = f/J. E':l 
Observe that most of the common Banach algebras including .C(X), M2 (C), 
l2 ,l00 and the function algebras, have non-zero divisors of zero. This makes 
the condition of having no non-zero divisors of zero in Theorem 2.3.3 very 
restrictive. As such, the class of Banach algebras without spatially rank one 
elements is very small. 
In 1993 Mouton and Raubenheimer proved that spatially rank one ele-
ments satisfy a certain spectral property ([19], Proposition 2.1(3)). Follow-
ing along similar lines, we prove this result in Theorem 2.3.6. The following 
lemma will be required. 
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Lemma 2.3.4 ([19}, Proposition 2.1(2)) Suppose that A is a Banach algebra 
and that a EA. If b E A-i, then b +a¢ A-i if and only if-l E Sp(b-ia). 
Proof. Let a EA and b E A-i. Suppose that b +a¢ A-i. Then b +a= 
-b(-l-b-ia) ¢ A-i, i.e. -1-b-ia ¢ A-i. This implies that -1 E Sp(b-ia). 
Conversely, suppose that -1 E Sp(b-ia). Then -1 - b-ia ¢ A-i, which 
implies that -b(-1 - b-ia) = b +a¢ A-i since b E A-i. ~ 
Corollary 2.3.5 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u E Fi. If 
x E A-i then x + u ¢ A-i if and only if fu(x-i) = -1. 
Proof. Let u E Fi and x E A-i. Then we have from Lemma 2.3.4 that 
x + u ¢ A-i if and only if -1 E Sp(x-iu). From Theorem 2.1.18, Theorem 
2.3.1(1) and Corollary 2.1.20 it follows that x + u ¢ A-i if and only if 
fu(x-i)=-l. LI 
Theorem 2.3.6 ((19}, Proposition 2.1(3)) Let A be a semiprime Banach 
algebra and let u E Fi. Then u satisfies Sp(x +sou) n Sp(x + siu) C Sp(x) 
for all x E A and for any pair of distinct non-zero scalars { s0 , si}. 
Proof. Let u E Fi and let { s0 , si} be any set of two distinct non-zero 
scalars. Also let x EA and suppose that .X ¢ Sp(x). Then .X - x E A-i. So 
if.XE Sp(x + s0u), then (.X - x) - s0u ¢ A-i. It follows from Lemma 2.3.5 
that f(-sou)((.X - x)-i) = -1. From Corollary 2.1.20 and Corollary 2.1.19, 
we have that 
tr(-s0u(.X - 1)-i) 
-s0tr( u(.X - x)-i) 
-sofu( (.X - x)-i ). 
Therefore -sofu((.X - x)-i) = -1. Similarly, if A E Sp(x + siu), then 
-sifu((.X - x)-i) = -1. This implies that -sofu((.X - x)-i) = -sifu((.X -
x)-i) = -1, so that s0 = si. This is a contradiction. Hence .X ¢ Sp(x + 
s0u) n Sp(x + siu), so that Sp(x + s0u) n Sp(x + siu) C Sp(x). 111 
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In 1986 A.A. Jafarian and A.R. Sourour showed that if A= .C(X) of bounded 
linear operators on a Banach space X, then the condition Sp(x+s0u)nSp(x+ 
s1u) C Sp(x) is sufficient for u E :F1 ([16], Theorem 1). In 1993 Mouton and 
Raubenheimer showed that this result is not true in general. In Theorem 
2.3.7 we prove the result of Mouton and Raubenheimer. 
Theorem 2.3.7 ({19}, p.214) Let A be a commutative semiprime Banach 
algebra which is not semisimple. Also let x E A and { s0 , s1 } any set of two 
distinct non-zero scalars. If 0 =J u is an element of Rad(A) then u satisfies 
Sp(x + s0u) n Sp(x + s1u) C Sp(x), but u ~ :F1 . 
Proof. Since A is commutative, we have from Corollary 1.4.25 that Sp(x + 
s0u) C Sp(x)+Sp(s0u). Since u E Rad(A) C QN(A), we have that Sp(s0u) = 
{0}. This implies that Sp(x + s0u) C Sp(x). Similarly, Sp(x + s1 u) C Sp(x). 
Hence Sp(x + s0u) n Sp(x + s1 u) c Sp(x). 
Now suppose that u E :F1 . Then u2 = fu(l)u and from Theorem 2.3.1, 
we have that Sp(u) C {O, fu(l)} = {O}. This implies that fu(l) = 0, so that 
u2 = 0. Since A is commutative, this means that AuAu = Au2 = {O}. But 
Au =J {O} as u =J 0. By Lemma 1.3.2, this is a contradiction. Hence u ~ :F1 , 
as required. EJ 
2 .4 One-dimensional operators and spatiaHy 
rank one elements 
In the previous section spectral properties of spatially rank one elements were 
given, yielding among other things a spectral property satisfied by spatially 
rank one elements (Theorem 2.3.6). The aim of this section is to give a 
characterization of spatially rank one elements in terms of one-dimensional 
operators. The main results of the section are Theorem 2.4.4 and Theorem 
2.4.7. 
Theorem 2.4.4 due to J. Puhl, gives the one-dimensional operator char-
acterization of spatially rank one elements. The proof of this result relies on 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.1 ({21], Lemma 3.2) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and 
let 0 =J u E A be such that dim(uAu) < oo. Then there exists a minimal 
idempotent p in Au (respectively uA). 
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Proof. Let 0-=/= u EA and 0-=/= v E uAu. Then v = uxu for some x EA, and 
so vAv = u(xuAux)u C uAu. Therefore dim(vAv) :::; dim(uAu). Let v be 
chosen so that dim( vAv) is as small as possible. We show that if y E A and 
vyv-=/= 0, then there exists a z E A such that v = vzvyv. To this end let y E A, 
with vyv-=/= 0. Since A is semiprime, we have that {O}-=/= (vyv)A(vyv) C vAv. 
Since dim(vAv) is as small as possible, this implies that (vyv)A(vyv) = vAv. 
So there is a z E A such that 
vyv = (vyv)z(vyv). (2.4.2) 
Clearly (vzvyv - v)A(vzvyv - v) C vAv. If (vzvyv -v)A(vzvyv - v) = vAv, 
then 
( vyvzvyv - vyv )A( vzvyvyv - vyv) vy(vzvyv - v)A(vzvyv - v)yv 
vyvAvyv. 
It follows from (2.4.2) that vyvAvyv = {O}, which is a contradiction since 
A is semi prime. Since dim( vAv) is as small as possible, this implies that 
(vzvyv - v)A(vzvyv - v) = {0}. It follows from Theorem 1.3.3 that 
v = vzvyv. (2.4.3) 
Now consider Av. We want to show that Av is a minimal left ideal. So 
suppose that {O} -=/= J is a left ideal such that JC Av. Let 0-=/= yv E J. Since 
A is semiprime, there exists an x0 E A such that yvx0 yv -=/= 0. This implies 
that vx0 yv -=/= 0. By (2.4.3) there exists z E A such that v = vzvx0 yv. This 
implies that Av = Avzvx0yv c J, so that Av is a minimal left ideal. By 
Theorem 2.2.3 (1), it follows that there exists a minimal idempotent p E Av. 
Since v E uAu we get that p E Av C Au. Iii 
Theorem 2.4.4 ({21}, Corollary 3.3) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
and let 0-=/= u EA. Then u E :F1 if and only if dim(uAu) = 1. 
Proof. Let u E :F1. Then uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. This implies that 
uAu = span{u}, so that dim(uAu) = 1. 
Conversely, suppose that dim(uAu) = 1. Then from Lemma 2.4.l we have 
that there exists a minimal idempotent p E Au. Therefore (u - up)A(u -
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up) c uAu. If (u - up)A(u - up) = uAu then (u - up)A(u - up)p = 
{O} = uAup. This means that AuAup = {O}. Since p E Au, this implies 
p3 = p = 0, which is a contradiction. So (u - up)A(u - up)= {O}, and since 
A is semiprime, u = up. It follows from Theorem 2.1.18 and from Lemma 
2.2.1 that u =up E F 1. 1::1 
Theorem 2.4.7, also due to J. Puhl, is another result relating spatially rank 
one elements to one-dimensional operators. It says that every pair of spatially 
rank one elements that satisfy a certain equivalence relation determine a one-
dimensional operator. The details follow. 
Definition 2.4.5 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let u, v E F 1 . 
Then u r-.J v if there exists x0 E A such that ux0v -=f. 0. 
Puhl went on to show that this is an equivalence relation on F 1. 
Proposition 2.4.6 ({21}, Lemma 4.1) Let A be a semiprime Banach alge-
bra. Then the relation r-.J is an equivalence relation on F 1 . 
Proof. Reflexive: Let u E F 1. Since A is semi prime, there exists x0 E A 
such that ux0u -=f. 0, so that u r-.J u. 
Symmetric: Let u, v E F 1 such that u r-.J v. Then there exists an x0 E A 
with ux0v -=f. 0. Since A is semiprime, there exists a y0 E A such that 
( ux0v )y0 ( ux0v) -=f. 0. This implies that vy0u -=f. 0, so that v r-.J u. 
Transitive: Let u, v, w E F 1 with u r-.J v and v r-.J w. Then there exist 
x0 , x1 E A such that ux0v -=f. 0 and vx1 w -=f. 0. Since A is semi prime, there 
exists a y0 E A such that (ux0v)y0 (ux0v) -=f. 0. By Lemma 2.1.18, we have 
that ux0v E F 1 . This means that 
0 -=f. (uxov)yo(uxov) = (uxo)v(youxo)v = (uxo)fv(YoUXo)v = fv(YoUXo)uxov. 
Hence fv(YoUXo) -=f. 0. Therefore vyouXoVX1 w = fv(YoUXo)vx1 w, so that 
vyouxovx1 w =/=- 0. It follows that ux0vx1 w =/=- 0, and so u r-.J w. Ill 
Theorem 2.4.7 {[21}, Lemma 4.2) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. 
If u, v E F 1 such that u r-.J v, then the operator Du,v : A -t A defined by 
Du,vX = uxv for all x E A, is one-dimensional. 
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Proof. Let u, v E F 1 such that u "' v. Then there exists an x0 E A for 
which ux0v =f 0. Since A is semiprime, there is a y0 E A such that 0 =f 
(ux0v)y0 (ux0v). It follows from Theorem 2.1.18 that 0 =f (ux0v)y0 (ux0v) = 
fv(y0uxo)uxov. Hence fv(YoUxo) =f 0. Since v E Fi, we have that vyouxov = 
fv(YoUXo)v, so that v = /1ouxov). Therefore Du vX = 17?ouxo)'. Also from v youxo • v youxo 
u E F 1 we obtain that uxvyou = fu(xvyo)u. This implies that Du,vX 
f,,(xvyo)uxov so that D (A) = span{uxov}. Hence dim(D (A)) = 1. ~ fv(youxo) ' u,v u,v 
2.5 Connected components of the set of spa-
tiaHy rank one elements. 
So far, most of the results we have on spatially rank one elements are from 
the 1978 paper [21) by J. Puhl and from the 1993 paper [19) by T. Mouton 
and H. Raubenheimer. R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom and H. Raubenheimer 
have also done some extensive work on spatially rank one elements. Their 
publications include the 2003 paper [11), in which they bring out some key 
topological aspects of the set F 1 . In this section, our aim is to discuss some 
of the key results of this paper that characterize spatially rank one elements. 
Theorem 2.5.3 and Theorem 2.5.9 are the main results in this section. 
We start with the following: Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra with 
F 1 =f f/J. We denote the set of nilpotent elements of F 1 by F 1°. The set of 
non-nilpotent elements of F 1 will be denoted by F 11 . The sets F 1° and F 1 1 
partition Fi. 
For an element u E F 1 in a semiprime Banach algebra A, Brits, Lindeboom 
and Raubenheimer in 2003 described the nature of the connected component 
of F 1 containing u. In Theorem 2.5.3, we give the proof of this result. We 
will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5.1 ({11}, Lemma 2.l(ii)) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
with F 1 =f f/J. If u E F 1° then there exists v E exp( A) such that uv, vu E F 11 . 
Proof. Since u E F 1 we have that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. Since A 
is semiprime, there exists a z E A such that uzu = fu(z)u =f 0, so that 
fu(z) =f 0. Therefore u J,,(z) u = u. Let y = J,,(z)" Then 
uyu = u. (2.5.2) 
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Since the spectrum is compact by Theorem 1.4.4, there exists a A E C such 
that IAI > p(y). By Proposition 1.5.3 we have that 0 ~ a(-A + y). It follows 
from Theorem 1.5.9 that -A+y E exp(A). Since -A+y E exp(A) c A-1 we 
have that u(-A+y) =I= 0 for if not, then u = u(-A+y)(-A+y)-1 = 0, which 
is a contradiction. It follows from Theorem 2.1.18 that u( -A + y) E F 1 . 
We show that u(-A + y) E F 11 . Since u E F 1°, from Lemma 2.1.12 we 
have that u2 = 0. Using equation (2.5.2), it follows that 
(u(-A + y)) 2 = (-Au+ uy) 2 = A2u 2 - Au2y- A(uyu) + (uyu)y = u(-A + y). 
Since u(-A + y) =/= 0, this implies that (u(-A + y)) 2 =/= 0. If follows from 
Lemma 2.1.12 that u(-A + y) is not nilpotent. Therefore uv E F 11, with 
v =-A+ y E exp(A). Similarly, vu E F 11 . I[] 
Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra with F 1 =/= (/J. For u E F 1 , we use 
the notation Ku:Fi to denote the connected component of F 1 that contains 
u. We have 
Theorem 2.5.3 ({11}, Theorem 2.2) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
with F 1 =/= 0. If u E F 1, then the set B = Exp(A)uExp(A) is the connected 
component of F 1 containing u. Hence Ku:F1 = Exp(A)uExp(A). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.5.8, the set B is connected. Since 1 E Exp(A), we get 
that u E B. Also B C F 1 by Theorem 2.1.18. It follows that B C Ku:F1 • 
We show that B is closed and open in Ku:F1 • To show that B is closed, 
let (rnusn) be a sequence in B such that 'rnUSn--+ v E Ku:F1 • If v E F 11 then 
O =/= v2 = tr(v)v by Lemma 2.1.12, so that tr(v) =/= 0. Now, since the trace 
is continuous by Lemma 2.3.2, we have that limn-too tr(rnusn) = tr(v) =/= 0. 
For n sufficiently large, we may therefore assume that r n usn E F 11 . From 
Lemma 2.1.9 we then have that t (nusn ) and t v( ) are non-zero idempotents. TTnUSn TV 
Also since 'rnUSn --+ v, we have that II tr(;::;n) - tr(v) II --+ 0. Hence for n 
sufficiently large, p ( tr(;::;n) - tr(v)) < 1. It follows from Lemma 1.5.11 
that there exists Zn E exp(A) such that tr(v) = Zn -I tr(;::;n)Zn· Therefore 
-1 h tr(v) H B v = azn 'rnUSnZn, w ere a= tr(rnUSn)° ence v E . 
On the other hand, if v E F 1°, then we have from Lemma 2.5.1 that 
there exists w E exp(A) such that vw E F 11 . Therefore 'rnUSnW E B and 
'rnUSnW --+ vw. Using the previous argument, we get that vw E B. Since 
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w E exp(A), we have that w- 1 E exp(A). Therefore v = vww- 1 E B. This 
proves that B is closed in K/:1 • 
To show that B is open in K/\ we will show that Ku:;:-1 \ B is closed 
in KuFi. To this end suppose that (vn) is a sequence in Ku:F'i \ B but 
Vn ---+ rus E B. Then r, s E Exp(A), so that r, s E A- 1 . Therefore 
r- 1vns-1 ---+ r- 1russ- 1 = u. As in the previous argument, we have that 
p (tr(u) - tr(;~1~:;~1)) < 1 for n sufficiently large. Applying Lemma 1.5.11 as 
done previously, r- 1vns- 1 = f3z- 1uz for some scalar /3 and some z E exp(A). 
This implies that Vn = f3rz- 1uzs E B, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
Ku:F'i \ B is closed, so that B is open. Since B =/= 0, with B both closed and 
open in Ku:;:-1 and with Ku:;:-1 connected, Ku:;:-1 = B. l!l 
If u E F 1 is also in the centre of A, Brits, Lindeboom and Raubenheimer 
obtained a simplified form for the connected component of F 1 containing u. 
With minor changes to their proof, we prove this result in Theorem 2.5.7. 
Lemma 2.5.4 is crucial in the proof of this result. 
Lemma 2.5.4 {[11}, Lemma 2.1 (i}} Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
with F 1 =/= 0. If u E F 11 and v E A with uv E F 11 , then there exists 0 =/= a E C 
and x E A such that uv = aexue-x. A similar statement holds for vu E F 11 . 
Proof. Let u E F 11 and v E A such that uv E Fi 1. Then tr(u) and tr(:v) 
are idempotents by Lemma 2.1.9. From (uv) 2 = tr(uv)uv, we obtain that 
(uvu)v = tr(uv)uv. Now since u E F 1 , we have from Corollary 2.1.20 that 
fu(v) = tr(uv). Therefore 
uvu u 
tr ( u) tr ( u v) tr ( u )' (2.5.5) 
Also, 
u2v tr(u)uv uv 
tr(u)tr(uv) tr(u)tr(uv) tr(uv) · (2.5.6) 
From equations (2.5.5) and (2.5.6) it follows that 
( u )2 u2v uvu + ( uv )2 tr(u) - tr(u)tr(uv) - tr(u)tr(uv) tr(uv) 
0. 
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This implies that PCr(u) - tr(:v) )2 = 0. It follows from the spectral mapping 
theorem that p(tr(u) - tr(:v)) = 0. From Lemma 1.5.11 this implies that 
uv x u -x h E A Th c x -x h tr(uvf tr(uv) = e tr(u) e , w ere x . ere1ore uv = ae ue , w ere a = tr(u , 
as required. ~ 
Theorem 2.5. 7 ({11}, Theorem 2.2 (ii)) Let A be a semiprime Banach al-
gebra with F 1 i- 0. If u E F 1 then u E Z(A) if and only if KuF1 =Cu\ {O}. 
Proof. Let u E Z(A). Then from Theorem 2.5.3, we have that KuFi = 
Exp(A)uExp(A) = uExp(A). Now, if u E F 1° then uAu = Au2 = {O} by 
Lemma 2.1.12. This is a contradiction since A is semiprime. Therefore u E 
F 11 . Let v E Exp(A) and suppose that uv E F 1°. Then (uv) 2 = u2v2 = 0. 
Since v E Exp(A) C A- 1 we get that u2 = u2v2 (v-1) 2 = 0, so that u E F 1°. 
This is a contradiction, and so uv E F 11 . It follows from Lemma 2.5.4 that 
uv = aexue-x for some 0 i- a E C and some x E A. Since u E Z(A) this 
implies that uv =au. This implies that KuFi = uExp(A) C Cu\ {O}. Also, 
since every scalar in C is an element of Exp(A), we have that Cu\ {O} c 
uExp(A) =Ku Fi. Therefore Ku Fi =Cu\ {O}. 
Conversely, suppose that KuFi =Cu\ {O}. If u E F 1° then by Lemma 
2. 5 .1 there exists v E exp (A) such that uv E F 11. From the fact that Ku Fi = 
Exp(A)uExp(A) by Theorem 2.5.3, we get that uv E KuFi. From Ku Fi = 
Cu\ { 0}, it follows that uv = au, for some 0 i- a E C. This is a contradiction 
since u E F 1 ° leads to ( uv )2 = a 2u2 = 0, and this means that uv E F 1 °. So 
we must have that u E F 11 . Therefore u2 i- 0, and from u2 = tr(u)u, it 
follows that tr(u) f-0. 
Now, since KuFi = Exp(A)uExp(A) by Theorem 2.5.3, we have that 
w-1 tr(u) w E Ku Fi for all w E Exp(A). It follows from Ku Fi = Cu \ {O} 
that w-1 tr(u) w = au, for some 0 i- a E C. Since w- 1 tr(u) w is an idempo-
tent by Corollary 2.1.10, it follows that au is an idempotent. From Lemma 
2.1.11, this implies that a= tr(u). This means that w-1 tr(u) w = tr(u) for all 
w E Exp(A). It follows that tr(u)w = wtr(u) for all w E Exp(A). From Propo-
sition 1.5.10, for any x E A there exists a y, z E Exp( A) such that x = y + z. 
From this we have that z = x - y. Therefore ztr(u) = tr(u)z = tr(u) (x - y) = 
( x - y) tr(u), from which we have that tr(u) x - tr(u) y = X tr(u) - y tr(u). Since 
y E Exp(A), we have that Ytr(u) = tr(u)Y' so that xtr(u) = tr(u)x. Since xis 
an arbitrary element in A, it follows that tr(u) E Z(A). Hence u E Z(A). Iii 
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In Theorem 2.5.3, we saw that for a spatially rank one element u in a 
semiprime Banach algebra A, the connected component of F 1 containing u 
is the set KuFi = Exp(A)uExp(A). In the case in which u is in the set F 11, 
Brits, Lindeboom and Raubenheimer obtained the following result for the 
connected component of F 1 containing u. 
Theorem 2.5.8 {[11}, Proposition 2.6} Let A be a semiprime Banach alge-
bra with F 1 i= (/J and let u E F 11 . Then KuFi = clB(exp(A)uexp(A)) \ {O}, 
where B = Ku Fi. In particular if KuFi contains no nilpotent elements then 
KuFi = exp(A)uexp(A). 
Proof. Since u E F 11, we have from Lemma 2.1.9 that tr(u) is an idem-
potent. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that u is an 
idempotent. Let a, b E Exp( A). Then aub E Ku Fi by Theorem 2.5.3. We 
have four cases: 
(i) Let au E F 11 and ub E F 11 . Then from Lemma 2.5.4 we get that 
au = aexue-x and ub = f3eYue-Y, for some a, /3 E <C and some x, y E A. 
Therefore 
where z = e-xeY. Since u E F 1 , we have that uzu = µu for some µ E <C. 
Therefore aub = 'Yexue-Y, where 'Y = a/3µ. Hence aub = ex+~ue-y+~, with 
e.x = 'Y· This implies that aub E exp(A)uexp(A). 
(ii) Suppose that au E F 1° and ub E F 1°. Then (au) 2 = 0, so that 
uau = a- 1(auau) = 0. Let (.An) be a sequence in <C such that An i= 0 
and An--+ 0. Then for every n EN, we have that ((.An+ a)u) 2 = An2u2 + 
Anuau + au..Xnu + (au) 2 =An 2u + Anuau + Anau2 + (au) 2 =An 2u + Anau. 
Note that An 2u + Anau i= 0 for if An 2u + Anau = 0, then AnU +au = 0. 
This implies that au(..Xnu +au) = Anau + auau = 0, so that Anau = 0. Since 
An i= 0 for all n, we get that au = 0 and so u = a- 1au = 0, which is a 
contradiction. Hence An2u+..Xnau i= 0 and from ((..Xn+a)u) 2 = An2u+..Xnau, 
we conclude that (.An + a)u E F 11. Therefore (.An + a)u --+ au with each 
(An+ a)u in Fi 1. It follows from Lemma 2.5.4 that (.An+ a)u = anexnue-xn, 
with an E <C and Xn E A. 
Using a similar argument, we also get that u(b + An) = f3neYnue-Yn for 
f3n E <C and Yn E A. Therefore aub = limn-+oo(anexnue-xn)(f3neYnue-Yn) = 
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limn--+ooan.Bnexn(uznu)e-Yn, where Zn= e-xneYn. Since u E F1, we have 
that UZnU = µnu for µn E C. Therefore aub = limn--+oo "fnexnue-Yn, where 
'Yn = an.Bnµn. This implies that aub = limn--+oo exn+~ue-Yn+~' where 
eAn = "fn, so that aub E clB(exp(A)uexp(A)) \ {O}. 
(iii) Suppose that au E F 1° and ub E F 11 . Using the same argument as 
that in (ii), we have that (.An+ a)u = anexnue-xn, where (.An) is a sequence 
in C \ {O} with An ---+ 0, and an E C and Xn E A. Also, using the same argu-
ment as in (i), we have that ub = ,BeYue-Y, for some ,BE C and some y EA. 
Therefore aub = limn--+oo(anexnue-xn)(,BeYue-Y) = limn--+ooan,Bexn(uznu)e-Y, 
where Zn = e-xneY. Since u E F 1 there exists a sequence µn E C such 
that UZnU = µnu for all n E N. Therefore aub = limn--+oo 'Ynexnue-Y, where 
'Yn = an,Bµn. Hence aub = limn--+oo exn+~ue-y+~, where eAn = 'Yn· This 
implies that aub E cl8 (exp(A)uexp(A)) \ {O}. 
(iv) If au E F 11 and ub E F 1 °, then an argument similar to that in case 
(iii) yields aub E cl8 (exp(A)uexp(A)) \ {0}. 
For the second part of the theorem, note that if Ku:Fi has no nilpotent 
elements, then cases (ii), (iii) and (iv) do not apply. It follows from case (i) 
that Ku:Fi = exp(A)uexp(A). IIl 
Recall from Theorem 2.2.3 that a left ideal J of a Banach algebra A is a 
minimal left ideal if and only if there exists au E F 1 such that J =Au. Using 
Theorem 2.5.3, Brits, Lindeboom and Raubenheimer obtained the following 
simplification for this characterization of minimal left ideals. 
Theorem 2.5.9 {[11}, Corollary 2.3) Let A be a semiprime Banach al-
gebra with F 1 =f. 0. Then every minimal left ideal J of A has the form 
J = Exp(A)u U {O}, where u E F 1 . 
Proof. Since J is a minimal left ideal of A if and only if there exists a 
u E F 1 such that J = Au, it suffices to show that Au= Exp(A)u U {O} for 
all u E F1. 
Let u be any element in F 1 . By Lemma 1.1.21, we have that AuA \ {O} is 
a connected set. Now from Theorem 2.1.18, we get the inclusion AuA \ {O} c 
F 1 . Hence AuA \ {O} is a connected subset of F 1 . By Theorem 2.5.3, this 
implies that AuA \ {O} c Exp(A)uExp(A). Since we also have the inclusion 
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Exp(A)uExp(A) C AuA \ {O}, this means that Exp(A)uExp(A) = AuA \ {O}. 
Therefore 
Exp(A)uExp(A)u U {O} = AuAu. (2.5.10) 
We show that uExp(A)uU{O} = uAu. Since u E F 1 we have from Proposition 
2.1.2 that uAu = Cu. So to prove that uAu C uExp(A)u U {O}, we will 
show that Cu C uExp(A)u U {O}. Since for every x E Exp(A) we have that 
AX E Exp( A) for any 0 =I- A E C, it suffices to show that u E uExp(A)uU {O}. 
To this end since u E F 1 , we obtain that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E Exp(A). 
Suppose that fu(x) = 0 for all x E Exp(A). Let a E A. Then by Proposition 
1.5.10 there exist b, c E Exp(A) such that a = b + c. This implies that 
fu(a) = fu(b + c) = fu(b) + fu(c) = 0. This means that uau = 0 for all 
a E A. This is a contradiction since A is semiprime. So there exists a 
y E Exp(A) such that u = uyu, and hence u E uExp(A)u U {O}. Therefore 
Cu c uExp(A)u U {O}, so that uAu C uExp(A)u U {O}. Since we also have 
the inclusion uExp(A)u U {O} C uAu, this implies that 
uExp(A)u U {O} = uAu. (2.5.11) 
Substituting the right hand side of (2.5.11) into the left hand side of (2.5.10), 
we obtain that 
Exp(A)uAu = AuAu. (2.5.12) 
Since u E F 1 , we have that uAu = Cu. From (2.5.12), this implies that 
Exp(A)Cu = ACu. Since Exp(A)Cu = Exp(A)u U {O} and ACu = Au, it 
follows that Au= Exp(A)u U {O}. ~ 
2.6 SpatiaUy finite rank elements of Banach 
algebras 
So far in this chapter, we have defined spatially rank one elements and have 
discussed the theory of these elements. In this section we study spatially finite 
rank elements, which are the finite sums of the spatially rank one elements. 
In [21] J. Puhl called them finite elements. The main results of this section 
are Theorem 2.6.3 and Theorem 2.6.9. 
Definition 2.6.1 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. An element u E A 
is called a spatially finite rank element of A if u = 0 or u has the form 
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n 
u = L: ui, where each ui is a spatially rank one element of A. 
i=i 
The set of spatially finite rank elements of A will be denoted by F. 
Note that by this definition, spatially rank one elements are necessarily spa-
tially finite rank elements. 
We have the following simple proposition. 
Proposition 2.6.2 {[21}, p.659) Suppose that A is a semiprime Banach al-
gebra. Then F is a two-sided ideal of A. 
n 
Proof. Let u E F. Then u = L: ui with ui E Fi for all i. Let x, y E A. 
i=i 
n 
From Theorem 2.1.18, we obtain that xuy = L: xuiy E F. ~ 
i=i 
Recall from Chapter 1 that the socle of a Banach algebra A is the sum 
of all the minimal left (right) ideals of A. In 1978 J. Puhl showed that the 
socle of a semiprime Banach algebra A coincides with the set of spatially 
finite rank elements of A. This is the next result. 
Theorem 2.6.3 ([21}, p.659) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. Then 
F = Soc(A). 
n 
Proof. Let u E F. Then u = L: ui with ui E Fi for all i. Now, by Theorem 
i=i 
2.2.3 (2), the set Aui is a minimal left ideal for all i. By definition of the socle, 
this means that Aui c Soc( A) for all i. Therefore ui = 1 · ui E Aui c soc( A). 
n 
Consequently, u = L: ui E Soc(A). 
i=i 
m 
Conversely, let t E Soc(A). Then t = L: ti, where ti is an element of a 
i=i 
minimal left ideal Li for all i. By Theorem 2.2.3 (1), we have that Li contains 
a minimal idempotent Pi such that Li = Api. This means that there exists 
x E A such that ti = xpi for all i. By Theorem 2.2.l and Theorem 2.1.18, it 
m 
follows that ti = xpi E F. Since F is a two-sided ideal, t = L: ti E F. iii 
i=i 
Theorem 2.4.4 gives a characterization of spatially rank one elements in 
terms of one-dimensional operators. In [21] J. Puhl gave a result which 
also characterizes spatially finite rank elements in terms of operators. These 
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operators are finite dimensional. With minor modifications to the original 
proof of Puhl, we prove this result in Theorem 2.6.9. The proof uses Theorem 
2.6.8, which in turn relies on Lemma 2.6.4, Lemma 2.6.5 and Lemma 2.6. 7. 
Lemma 2.6.4 Let A be a Banach algebra and let a be a non-zero element 
of A such that dim(aAa) < oo. Then every subset of non-zero orthogonal 
idempotents in Aa is finite. 
Proof. Suppose that {pn : n E N} is an infinite set of non-zero orthogonal 
idempotents in Aa. Since Pn E Aa, there exists Xn E A such that Pn = Xna. If 
Xn = 0, then Pn = 0. So since Pn =/. 0, we have that Xn =/. 0. Hence 0 < llxnll 
for all n. Since 0 < 211!111 , we can find Ai E C such that 0 < I.Ai I :::; 211!111 . 
Let .A2 =/. 0 be chosen so that IA2I < min{ 22 1 ~ 211 , I.Ai I}. Then .Ai =/. .A2. 
Continuing in this way, we produce a sequence (An) of distinct points such 
that l.Anl :::; 2-nllxnll-i for all n. This implies that 0:::; 11.Anxnll :::; 2~ for all n. 
Since L 2~ < oo, it follows that L ll.Anxnll < oo. This implies that L AnXn 
is absolutely convergent. Since A is a Banach algebra, L AnXn is convergent. 
Hence x = L AnXn E A. Therefore xa = (L AnXn)a = L AnXna = L AnPn E 
Aa. 
We show that Ai E Sp(xa) for all i E N. Let Pi E {Pn : n E N}. Then 
(Ai - xa)pi = (Ai - L AnPn)Pi = AiPi - AiPi2 = 0. So if (.Ai - xa) is invertible, 
with inverse say, vi, then Pi = vi(Ai - xa)pi = 0, which is a contradiction. 
This implies that Ai E Sp(xa) for all i E N. Now, by Lemma 1.1.6 we have 
that dim(xaAxa) < oo. It follows from Corollary 1.7.3 that #Sp(xa) < oo. 
Since {An : n E N} is an infinite set, An E Sp(xa) for all n is not possible. So 
there is no infinite set of non-zero orthogonal idempotents in Aa. fjJ 
Lemma 2.6.5 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let a be a non-zero 
element of A such that dim(aAa) < oo. Then there exists a maximal set of 
orthogonal minimal idempotents in Aa. A similar statement is true for aA. 
Proof. Since dim(aAa) < oo, by Lemma 2.4.1, there exists a minimal 
idempotent p in Aa. The set {p} is a set of orthogonal minimal idempotents 
in Aa. So if M = { Pj : j E I} is the family of all sets of orthogonal minimal 
idempotents in Aa, then M is non-empty. Also, from Lemma 2.6.4, all the 
sets in M are finite. 
Now, the set M is partially ordered under set inclusion: If Pj0 E M 
then Pj0 C Pj0 , proving reflexivity. If Pj0 , Ph E M with Pj0 C Ph and 
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PJi C Pio> then Pio = Pi1 , showing antisymmetry. If Pi0 , PJi, Ph E M with 
Pio c Pii and Ph C Ph, then Pio C Ph, which proves transitivity. Every 
chain C C M has an upper bound: Let C = {Pin : n E N} be a chain in 
M. Take P* = Un Pin. Then for every Pin E C, we have that Pin C P*, so 
that P* is an upper bound of C. By Zorn's Lemma, there exists a maximal 
orthogonal set of minimal idempotents in Aa. ~ 
In order to prove Lemma 2.6. 7 we need the following result. 
Lemma 2.6.6 Let A be semiprime Banach algebra and let 0 =I a EA. If p 
is an idempotent in Aa and if A(ap - a) contains a minimal idempotent q, 
then there exists a minimal idempotent w E Aa such that wp = pw = 0. 
Proof. Let 0 =I a E A and let p be an idempotent in Aa. Suppose that q is 
a minimal idempotent in A(ap - a). Then there exists an x E A such that 
q = x(ap - a). This means that qp = x(ap - a)p = x(ap - ap) = 0. Now let 
w = q - pq = (1 - p)q. Then qw = q(q - pq) = q2 - qpq = q, so that w =I 0. 
Since q is a minimal idempotent, it follows from Lemma 2.2.l and Theorem 
2.1.18 that w E F 1 . Also, 
w2 = ( q _ pq) ( q _ pq) = q2 _ qpq _ pq2 + pqpq = q _ pq = w, 
which means that w is an idempotent. By Lemma 2.2.2 this implies that w 
is a minimal idempotent. Furthermore, pw = p(q - pq) = pq - pq = 0. Also, 
since qp = 0, we have that wp = (1 - p)qp = 0. From q E A(ap - a) C Aa 
and from w = (1 - p)q, it is clear that w E Aa. il 
Lemma 2.6. 7 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let a be a non-
zero element of A such that dim(aAa) < oo. If for some k E N, the set 
Po= {Pi: i = 1, 2, ... , k} is a maximal set of orthogonal minimal idempotents 
in Aa, then there exists an idempotent p E :F n Aa such that ap = a. A 
similar statement holds for aA. 
k 
Proof. Let p = LPi· Then p2 = P1 2 + · · · + Pk2 = p, so that pis an 
i=l 
idempotent. Also, since Pi E :F1 n Aa for all i, it follows that p E :F n Aa. 
We show that ap =a. If ap - a =I 0 then (ap - a)A(ap - a) =I {O}. Also 
(ap - a)A(ap - a) C aAa. Since dim(aAa) < oo, it follows that dim((ap -
a)A(ap- a)) < oo. By Lemma 2.4.1, this implies that there exists a minimal 
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idempotent q E A(ap - a). It follows from Lemma 2.6.6 that there exists 
a minimal idempotent w E Aa such that wp = pw = 0. Therefore wp1 = 
w(p1 + P2 + · · · + Pk)P1 = WPP1 = 0. Similarly, p1 w = 0. Proceeding this 
way we obtain that WPi = PiW = 0 for all i = 1, 2, ... , k. Also w rf. {Pi : 
i = 1, 2, ... , k}, since wp = pw = 0. This contradicts the fact that the set 
{Pi : i = 1, 2, ... , k} contains all the orthogonal minimal idempotents in Aa. 
Therefore ap = a. @El 
Theorem 2.6.8 ({21}, Theorem 3.4) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. 
If u is a non-zero element of A such that dim(uAu) < oo, then there exists 
an idempotent p E :F n Au, with up= u. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6.4, every subset of non-zero orthogonal idempotents 
in Au is finite. Therefore by Lemma 2.6.5, there exists a finite maximal set 
of orthogonal minimal idempotents in Au. It follows from Lemma 2.6.7 that 
there exists an idempotent p E :F n Au with up = u. l!l 
Theorem 2.6.9 ({21}, Corollary 3.5) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
and 0 # u E A. Then the operator Du : A -t A, defined by Dux = uxu for 
all x E A, is finite-dimensional if and only if u E :F. 
n 
Proof. Let u E :F. Then u = L Ui with ui E :F1 for all i. Therefore 
i=l 
Observe that UiXUj = Du;,uix. If ui ,..., Uj, then by Theorem 2.4.7, we 
have that dim(Du;,ui) = 1, say UiXUj E span{vi,j} for all x E A. Hence 
dim(Du(A)) < 00. 
Conversely, suppose that dim(Du(A)) = dim(uAu) < oo. Then it follows 
from Theorem 2.6.8 that there exists an idempotent p E :F n Au such that 
up = u. Since :F is a left ideal, u = up E :F. Iii 
Recall from Theorem 2.6.3 that the socle of A coincides with the set of 
spatially finite rank elements of A. This means that the characterization of 
spatially finite rank elements in terms of finite-dimensional operators is the 
same in the case of the socle. 
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Chapter 3 
§pectraliliy rank one and finite 
rank elements 
In the first two chapters two types of rank one elements have been discussed. 
These are the compactly rank one elements and the spatially rank one el-
ements. From the spatially rank one elements, the finite sums, which we 
called spatially finite rank elements, were defined and some of their prop-
erties studied. In this chapter we will study yet another type of rank one 
elements, called the spectrally rank one elements. This will also lead us to 
another class of finite rank elements, the spectrally finite rank elements. 
3.1 SpectraHy rank one elements of Banach 
algebras 
The aim of this section is to define spectrally rank one elements and give 
some of the properties of these elements. Theorem 3.1.3, Theorem 3.1.4 and 
Theorem 3.1.6 are the main results of this section. 
Following is the definition of a spectrally rank one element. This concept 
was introduced by B. Aupetit and T. Mouton in 1994, and the terminology 
by R. Harte in 1995. 
Definition 3.1.1 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. An element a E A 
is a spectrally rank one element of A if a =J. 0 and #Sp' ( xa) ~ 1 for all 
x EA. 
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The set of spectrally rank one elements of A will be denoted by YI. 
We have the following simple proposition. 
Proposition 3.1.2 Every non-zero element in the Banach algebra CC is a 
spectrally rank one element of CC. 
Proof. Recall that the only non-invertible element of CC is 0. So for any a E CC 
we get that Sp( a) = {a} by definition of the spectrum. So if 0 i= ,\ E CC then 
Sp(a-X) = {a-X} for all a E CC. This implies that A E YI· I?!! 
In 1994 B. Aupetit and T. Mouton gave the following characterization of 
semisimple Banach algebras that have invertible spectrally rank one elements. 
Theorem 3.1.3 ([5}, p.95) A semiprime Banach algebra A contains invert-
ible spectrally rank one elements if and only if it is isomorphic to CC. 
Proof. Let a be an invertible spectrally rank one element of A. Note that 
for x EA andµ EC such thatµ~ Sp(x), we have that #Sp((µ-x)-Ia) = 1. 
Let y be an arbitrary element of A and let A E C be such that I-XI > 2p(y). 
Let x = µ - (y - ,X)-I, whereµ= -t· Then from Lemma 1.5.5, we have 
that p(x) < lµI, so that µ ~ Sp(x). Therefore µ - x E A-I and from 
x = µ - (y - ,X)-I, we obtain that y - A= (µ - x)-I. Therefore Sp((y -
.\)a) = Sp((µ - x)-Ia). Since a E A-In YI, we have that (µ - x)-Ia E 
A-I and Sp((µ - x)-Ia) consists of one non-zero point. This implies that 
#Sp((y-.X)a) = 1 for all A in the set{.\ EC: I-XI> 2p(y)}. Since this set has 
non-zero capacity, it follows from Corollary 1.7.6 (i) that #Sp((y - .\)a)= 1 
for all A E CC. Take A= 0. Then #Sp(ya) = 1 for ally E A. Since a E A-I 
we have that Aa = A as y = (ya-I )a E Aa for all y E A. This implies that 
#Sp(y) = 1 for all y E A. Since A is open, it follows from Corollary 1.7.9 
that A is isomorphic to CC. 
Conversely, suppose that A is isomorphic to CC. Then every non-zero el-
ement of A is invertible. Also, every non-zero element of A is spectrally of 
rank one by Proposition 3.1.2. Ill 
The following result shows that the set of spatially rank one elements of 
a semiprime Banach algebra is contained in the set of spectrally rank one 
elements of the Banach algebra. 
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Theorem 3.1.4 ({11}, p.298) If A is a semiprime Banach algebra then Fi C 
Yi· 
Proof. Let a E Fi and let x be an arbitrary element of A. If xa = 0, then 
Sp(xa) = {O}. If xa =/::. 0, then xa E Fi by Theorem 2.1.18. It follows from 
Theorem 2.3.1 that Sp(xa) C {O, tr(xa)}. Therefore #Sp'(xa) < 1 for all 
x E A, so that a E Yi· [jg 
R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom and H. Raubenheimer showed that the inclu-
sion Fi C Yi may in general be strict. We prove this fact in the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.1.5 ({11}, p.298) If A is a semiprime Banach algebra which is 
not semisimple, then Rad(A) \ {O} C Yi and Fi is properly contained in Yi· 
Proof. Since A is not semisimple, Rad(A) I- {0}. So let 0 I- a E Rad(A). 
By Theorem 1.4.12, we have that Aa C QN(A). It follows that Sp(xa) = {O} 
for all x E A. This implies that a E Yi, so that Rad(A) \ {O} C Yi· Since 
Fin Rad(A) = (/J by Corollary 2.1.13, we have that a ~ :Fi. It follows from 
Theorem 3.1.4 that Fi ~Yi· Gl 
In Theorem 2.5.3 we saw that if u is a spatially rank one element in a 
semiprime Banach algebra A, then the connected component of Fi containing 
u is the set Exp(A)uExp(A). For the situation where the Banach algebra is 
semiprime but not semisimple and the set involved is Yi, Brits, Lindeboom 
and Raubenheimer got the following result. 
Theorem 3.1.6 ({11}, Proposition 2.9) Let A be a semiprime Banach al-
gebra which is not semisimple and let u E Yi. If Ku Qi is the connected 
component of Yi containing u, then Ku Qi = Yi. 
Proof. Since A is not semisimple, Rad(A) I- {O}. So let 0 =/::. a E Rad(A). 
For any x EA consider x(au+ (1-a)a) = axu+ (1-a)xa, where a E (0, l]. 
Since Rad(A) is a two-sided ideal, (1 - a)xa E Rad(A). It follows from 
Lemma 1.4.20 that Sp(x(au + (1 - a)a)) C Sp(axu). Since u E Yi, we have 
that #Sp'(axu) ~ 1 for all x EA. This implies that #Sp'(x(au+(l-a)a)) ~ 
1 for all x E A, so that the line segment joining u and a is a path in Yi. This 
implies that any two elements in Yi can be joined by a polygonal path passing 
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through a. Therefore 91 is pathwise connected, so that 91 is connected. Since 
91 is connected and contains u, it follows that 91 c Ku Qi. Since we also have 
the inclusion Ku Qi C 91, we obtain that Ku Qi = 91. Ill 
3.2 SpectraHy finite rank elements of Banach 
algebras 
Having discussed spectrally rank one elements in the previous section, we 
now move on to the spectrally finite rank elements. The main results in 
this section are Theorem 3.2.2, Theorem 3.2.3, Corollary 3.2.4 and Corollary 
3.2.6. 
Definition 3.2.1 An element a in a semiprime Banach algebra A is a spec-
trally finite rank element of A if #Sp'(xa) :'.S n for all x E A and for some 
n EN. 
The set of spectrally finite rank elements of A will be denoted by 9. 
In 1996 B. Aupetit and T. Mouton proved the following result. It says 
that for an element u in a semisimple Banach algebra A to be in 9, the 
requirement #Sp' ( xa) :'.S n for all x E A and for some fixed n E N can be 
relaxed to the condition #Sp'(xa) < oo for all x EA. This is the next result. 
Theorem 3.2.2 {[6}, p.117) Suppose that A is a semiprime Banach algebra 
and that a E A. Then a E 9 if and only if #Sp(xa) < oo for all x E A. 
Proof. Let a E 9. Then there exists a positive integer n such that #Sp' ( xa) :'.S 
n for all x E A. Hence #Sp(xa) < oo for all x E A. 
Conversely, suppose that #Sp(xa) < oo for all x EA. Then A= LJ Aki 
kEN 
where the Ak are the sets defined by Ak = {b E A : #Sp(ba) :'.S k }. By 
Lemma 1.7.10, every Ak is closed. It follows from Baire's theorem that there 
exists an open set U in at least one of the sets Ak. Let k0 be the smallest 
integer such that Ako contains the open set U. Then #Sp(xa) :'.S ko for all 
x E U. Since U is open, U is an absorbing set. By Corollary 1.7.6 (ii), this 
implies that #Sp'(xa) :'.S k0 for all x EA, so that a E 9. Iii 
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Theorem 2.3.6 says that every spatially rank one element u of a semiprime 
Banach algebra A satisfies the spectral property Sp(x + s0u) n Sp(x + s1u) C 
Sp(x) for all x E A and for any two distinct non-zero scalars s0 and s1 . In 
the following result we prove that if an element u in a semiprime Banach 
algebra A satisfies a similar spectral property, then u is a spectrally finite 
rank element of A. 
Theorem 3.2.3 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra and let a E A. If 
n 
there exists an n E N such that a satisfies n Sp(x +Sia) c Sp(x) for every 
i=O 
x EA and for any set of distinct non-zero scalars {si: i = 0, 1, ... , n}, then 
#Sp'(xa) :=:; n for all x EA. Hence a E Q. 
n 
Proof. Since a satisfies n Sp(x +Sia) c Sp(x) for every x E A and for any 
i=O 
set of distinct non-zero scalars {Si : i = 0, 1, ... , n}, we have from Lemma 
1.4.10 that the spectrum of every element of A-1a has at most n + 1 distinct 
points. It follows from Corollary 1. 7. 7 that the spectrum of every element in 
Aa has at most n + 1 distinct points. 
Now consider an arbitrary element xa in Aa. If x E A-1 then from 
Lemma 1.4.10 we have that #Sp'(xa) :=:; n. If x tt. A- 1 then we have two 
cases: 
(i) If a E A- 1 then xa tt. A- 1 , so that 0 E Sp(xa). Since Sp(xa) has at most 
n + 1 distinct points, this implies that #Sp'(xa) ::; n. 
(ii) If a tt. A-1 then Aa =J A or aA =J A. We will only take the case 
Aa =J A, as the other case can be dealt with in a similar way. Since Aa =J A, 
no element in Aa is invertible. Therefore xa tt. A-1 , so that 0 E Sp(xa). As 
in case (i) we conclude that #Sp' ( xa) ::; n. 
So we have shown that #Sp'(xa) ::; n for all x EA. Hence a E Q. Ill 
T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer proved that an element a in a semisim-
ple Banach algebra A is spatially of finite rank if and only if there exists an 
n 
n E N such that a satisfies n Sp(x +Sia) c Sp(x) for every x E A and for 
i=O 
any set of distinct non-zero scalars {si: i = 0, 1, ... ,n} ([19], Theorem 3.1). 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.2.3, we prove in the next corollary that this 
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result still holds when we replace F by Q. It is to be noted that the proof 
follows essentially along the lines of part of the proof of ([19], Theorem 3.1). 
Corollary 3.2.4 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. Then an element 
a E A is a spectrally finite rank element of A if and only if there exists an 
n 
n E N such that a satisfies n Sp(x +Sia) c Sp(x) for every x E A and for 
i=O 
any set of distinct non-zero scalars {Si : i = 0, 1, ... , n}. 
Proof. Suppose that a E Q. Then #Sp'(xa) ~ n for all x E A and some 
n E N. Let x E A and let {Si : i = 0, 1, ... , n} be any set of distinct non-zero 
n 
scalars. Suppose that,\~ Sp(x). Then,\ - x E A- 1 . If,\ En Sp(x +Sia), 
i=O 
then ,\ - x - Sia ~ A- 1 for all i E {O, 1, ... , n}. It follows from Lemma 
2.3.4 that t E Sp((..\ - x)-1a) for all i E {O, 1, ... , n}. Since there are n + 1 
distinct non-zero points in the set { t : i = 0, 1, ... , n} C Sp((..\ - x)- 1a), this 
n 
contradicts #Sp'(xa) ~ n for all x E A. Therefore ,\ ~ n Sp(x +Sia), so 
i=O 
n 
that n Sp(x +Sia) c Sp(x). 
i=O 
Conversely, suppose that there exists an n E N such that a E A satisfies 
n n Sp(x +Sia) c Sp(x) for all x E A and for any set of distinct non-zero 
i=O 
scalars {si: i = 0, 1, ... , n}. Then we have from Theorem 3.2.3 that a E Q. ti! 
Remark 3.2.5 Observe that Theorem 3.2.3 and the proof of Corollary 3.2.4 
combined lead us to the fallowing conclusion: For a fixed n E N, an element 
n 
a in a semiprime Banach algebra A satisfies n Sp(x+sia) c Sp(x) for every 
i=O 
x E A and for any set of distinct non-zero scalars { si : i = 0, 1, ... , n}, if and 
only if #Sp'(xa) ~ n for all x EA. 
From this remark we obtain the following result. T. Mouton and H. Rauben-
heimer obtained a similar result for the spatially rank one elements ([19], 
Theorem 2.2). 
Corollary 3.2.6 Suppose that A is a semiprime Banach algebra and a E A. 
Then a E Q1 if and only if a satisfies Sp(x + soa) n Sp(x + s1a) C Sp(x) for 
all x E A and for any two-point set of distinct non-zero scalars { s0 , si}. 
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In 1996 B. Aupetit and T. Mouton obtained the following equivalent 
formulations for spectrally finite rank elements. 
Theorem 3.2.7 ([6}, Theorem 2.1) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. 
If a E A and n 2: 0 is an integer, then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) #Sp'(ba) ~ n for every b EA, 
(ii) #( { s E C : 0 E Sp(b + sa)}) ~ n for every invertible b in A, 
n 
(iii) n Sp(b + Sia) c Sp(b) for every b E A and for every set {Si 'l = 
i=O 
0, 1, ... , n} of distinct non-zero scalars. 
Proof. (i) => (ii): Let s E C and suppose that 0 E Sp(b + sa) with b in-
vertible. Then b + sa is not invertible. Since b + sa = sb(~ + b-1a), this 
implies that~+ b- 1a ~ A- 1 , so that-~ E Sp(b-1a) . We have proved that 
0 E Sp(b + sa) => -~ E Sp(b- 1a). Since (i) gives us that #Sp'(b-1a) ~ n, 
this implies that #( { s E C : 0 E Sp(b + sa)}) ~ n. 
(ii) => (iii): Suppose that A ~ Sp(b). Then b - A is invertible. If A E 
n n Sp(b +Sia), then b - A+ Sia is not invertible for all i = 0, 1, ... , n. There-
i=O 
n 
fore 0 E n Sp(b- A+ Sia). This contradicts (ii) applied to b- A, since there 
i=O 
n 
are n + 1 scalars {Bi : i = 0, 1, ... , n }. Hence A ~ n Sp(b +Sia), so that 
i=l 
n n Sp(b +Sia) c Sp(b). 
i=O 
n 
(iii) => (i): Let n Sp(b +Sia) c Sp(b). It follows from Theorem 3.2.3 that a 
i=O 
satisfies #Sp' ( ba) ~ n for all b E A. Ill 
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Chapter 4 
Relationships among the 
various concepts of rank one 
and finite rank 
In Chapter 1, we introduced the compactly rank one elements of Banach 
algebras. The spatially rank one and finite rank elements were discussed in 
Chapter 2, while Chapter 3 studied the spectrally rank one and finite rank 
elements. The aim of this chapter is to study the relationships among the 
various concepts of rank one and finite rank. 
4. 1 SpatiaHy rank one and spectraHy rank 
one elements in semisimple Banach alge-
bras 
Theorem 3.1.4 says that in semiprime Banach algebras, the inclusion F 1 C Q1 
holds. It was shown in Corollary 3.1.5 that this inclusion may in general be 
strict, notably in semiprime Banach algebras which are not semisimple. The 
aim of this section is to give the relationship between F 1 and Q1 in semisimple 
Banach algebras. Theorem 4.1.4 (and Theorem 4.1.5) are the main results 
of this section. 
In 1995 R. Harte proved that in a semisimple Banach algebra, all the 
idempotents of Q1 are contained in F 1 ([14], Lemma 3). His proof relies on 
Theorem 1.4.18. We prove this fact in Theorem 4.1.2 in a more elegant way 
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using Theorem 1.4.17. The following lemma will be required. 
Lemma 4.1.1 ({14}, Lemma 1) Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra. If 
#Sp(a) = 1 for every invertible element a E A, then A is one-dimensional. 
Proof. Suppose that #Sp(a) = 1 for all a E A-1 . We want to show that 
#Sp(x) = 1 for all x E A. So let x be an arbitrary element of A and let 
,\ E <C such that l..\I > llxll· Then x - ,\ E A- 1 by Proposition 1.1.7. By 
assumption, Sp(x - ,\)={a}, for some a E <C. It follows from the spectral 
mapping theorem that Sp(x) ={,\+a}, so that #Sp(x) = 1 for all x EA. 
Now, if a is an arbitrary element of A, then Sp(a) ={µ},for someµ EC. 
This means that a - µ tJ. A- 1. It follows that b(a - µ) tJ. A- 1 for all b E A- 1 , 
so that 0 E Sp(b(a - µ)). Since #Sp(x) = 1 for all x E A, this implies that 
Sp(b(a - µ)) = {0}. It follows from Corollary 1.4.16 that a - µ E Rad(A). 
Since A is semisimple, a - µ = 0, so that a = µ · 1. Since a is an arbitrary 
element of A, we have that dim(A) = 1. r9 
Theorem 4.1.2 ({14}, Lemma 3) Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra and 
let p be an idempotent element in A. If p E 91 then p E :F1 . 
Proof. Let p be a spectrally rank one idempotent element of A. Then 
#Sp'(xp, A) :::; 1 for all x EA. If pyp is an arbitrary element in pAp, then we 
have from Theorem 1.4.17 (iii) that Sp' (pyp, pAp) c Sp' (pyp, A). Since p is a 
spectrally rank one element and py E A, we have that #Sp' (pyp, A) :::; 1. This 
implies that #Sp'(pyp,pAp):::; 1 for all pyp E pAp, so that #Sp(pzp,pAp) = 
1 for all invertible elements pzp E pAp . Since pAp is a semisimple Banach 
algebra by Theorem 1.4.17 (i) and (ii), it follows from Lemma 4.1.l that 
pAp = <Cp. Therefore pyp = ..\(y)p for ally E A and some ..\(y) E C. Hence 
p is a spatially rank one element of A. lil 
Theorem 4.1.4 gives us a stronger relationship between 91 and :F1 in a 
semisimple Banach algebra. It tells us that the sets 91 and :F1 are actu-
ally equal. The proof relies on the arguments used in the proof of ([19], 
Theorem 2.2) and on the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1.3 ({19}, Lemma 3.4) Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra and 
let 0 f. x E A. If the spectrum of every element of Ax consists of 0 and at 
most n other distinct non-zero points for some n E N, then there exists a 
minimal idempotent p E Ax. 
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Proof. Let 0 =/:. x E A such that for every y E A, the set Sp(yx) consists of 
0 and at most n other distinct non-zero points. Suppose that Ax c QN(A). 
Then x E Rad(A) by Theorem 1.4.12. Since A is semisimple, this implies 
that x = 0. This is a contradiction. So there exists ax in Ax with a non-zero 
isolated point in its spectrum. Let q be the spectral idempotent associated 
with this point. Then by Corollary 1.5.7, there exists z E A such that 
q = zax E Ax. Since q E Ax, there exists b E A such that q = bx. Hence 
qAq = (bxAb)x c Ax. From the hypothesis, it follows that every element 
of qAq has a finite spectrum. Since qAq is a semisimple Banach algebra 
by Theorem 1.4.17 (i) and (ii), it follows from Theorem 1.7.8 (i) that qAq 
is finite dimensional. By Lemma 2.4.1, there exists a minimal idempotent 
p E Aq C Ax. 0 
The proof of the following theorem is essentially part of the proof of ([19], 
Theorem 2.2) by T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer. 
Theorem 4.1.4 If A is a semisimple Banach algebra then :F1 = 91 . 
Proof. Since A is semisimple, A is semiprime by Theorem 1.3.4. It follows 
from Theorem 3.1.4 that F 1 C 91. 
We prove that 91 C F 1. Let a E 91 . If a E A- 1 then we have from 
Theorem 3.1.3 that A= C · l. By Proposition 2.1.5, this implies that a E F 1 . 
If a tj. A-1 then Aa =/:. A or aA =/:. A. We will only consider the case Aa =/:. A 
as the other case can be treated in a similar way. Since Aa =/:. A, no element 
of Aa is invertible. Since a E 91 , this means that the spectrum of every 
element in Aa consists of 0 and possibly one other point. By Lemma 4.1.3, 
this implies that there exists a minimal idempotent p E Aa. 
We show that ap =a. If ap =/:.a then ap-a =/:. 0, so that {O} =/:. A(ap-a) C 
Aa. So by Lemma 4.1.3 there exists a minimal idempotent q E A(ap- a). It 
follows from Lemma 2.6.6 that there exists an idempotent w = q - pq in Aa 
such that wp = pw = 0. Since the spectrum of every element of Aa consists 
of 0 and possibly one other point, this is a contradiction according to Lemma 
1.4.9. Therefore ap =a and by Theorem 2.1.18, we have that a E F 1 . iii 
Note that this result relies on the scarcity lemma, as it uses Theorem 3.1.3 
and Lemma 4.1.3. To prove Theorem 3.1.3 we use Corollary 1.7.6 and Corol-
lary 1.7.9, which are both applications of the scarcity lemma. Lemma 4.1.3 
relies on Theorem 1.7.8, an application of the scarcity lemma. Harte proved 
Theorem 4.1.4 without the use of the scarcity lemma. With minor changes, 
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we give this result as proved by Harte. 
Theorem 4.1.5 ([14}, Theorem 4) If A is a semisimple Banach algebra then 
F1 = Q1. 
Proof. Since A is semisimple, A is semiprime. By Theorem 3.1.4, this 
implies that F 1 C Q1. 
Conversely, let a E Q1 . Then #Sp'(xa) :::; 1 for all x E A. If Sp(xa) = 
{O} for all x E A, then Aa c QN(A). It follows from Theorem 1.4.12 
that a E Rad(A). Since A is semisimple, this implies that a = 0, which 
is a contradiction. So there exists some x E A for which Sp(xa) = { ,\} or 
Sp(xa) = {O, -\},for some,\=/=- 0. We consider the two cases separately. 
Suppose that Sp(xa) ={-\}for some x EA. Then xa E A-1 . Let y be any 
element in A- 1. Since a E Q1, we have that #Sp'(y) = #Sp'(y(xa)-1xa):::; 1. 
This implies that #Sp(y) = 1. It follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that A = <C · 1. 
By Proposition 2.1.5, we have that a E F 1 . 
Now suppose that Sp(xa) = {O, ,\} for some x E A. It follows from 
Corollary 1.5. 7 that p = yxa, where p is the spectral idempotent associated 
with xa and ,\, and y is some element in A. So for all z E A, we have that 
#Sp'(zp) = #Sp'(zyxa). Since a E Q1 , this implies that #Sp'(zp) :::; 1, so 
that p E Q1 . It follows from Theorem 4.1.2 that p E F 1 . 
We prove that a = ap. To do this we need to show that Aa(l - p) c 
QN(A). To this end, suppose that there is a t E Aa(l - p) with a non-
zero point /3 in its spectrum. By Corollary 1.5. 7, this means that we have 
a spectral idempotent q associated with t and /3 such that q = st, for some 
s E A. Recall that p E Aa. From this we get that t E Aa(l - p) c Aa, so 
that q E Aa(l - p) c Aa. This implies that qp = 0 and that ,\p + µq E Aa 
for all ,\, µ E <C. Now, we have that ,\ E Sp(,\p + µq) for if not, then 
p = (,\ - (,\p + µq))- 1(,\ - (,\p + µq))p = 0, which is a contradiction. Simi-
larly, µ E Sp ( ,\p + µq). Hence {A, µ} c Sp ( ,\p + µq). This is a contradiction 
since ,\p + µq E Aa and a E Q1 . So we have that Aa(l - p) c QN(A). By 
Theorem 1.4.12, this implies that a(l - p) E Rad(A). Since A is semisimple, 
a(l - p) = 0, so that a = ap. The fact that a E F 1 follows from Theorem 
2.1.18. [;11 
In [19] T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer gave a spectral characteriza-
tion of spatially rank one elements. This result now becomes an immediate 
consequence of Corollary 3.2.6 and Theorem 4.1.4. 
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Corollary 4.1.6 {[19}, Theorem 2.2) Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra 
and 0 =j:. a E A. Then a E :F1 if and only if a satisfies Sp(x + soa) n Sp(x + 
s1a) c Sp(x) for all x E A and for any two-point set of distinct non-zero 
scalars {so, s1}. 
4.2 SpatiaHy rank one and spectraHy rank 
one elements in semiprime Banach alge-
bras which are not semisimple 
In the previous section we saw from Theorem 4.1.4 that in semisimple Banach 
algebras, the sets :F1 and 91 are equal. Corollary 3.1.5 says that if the Banach 
algebra A is semiprime but not semisimple, then :F1 is properly contained 
in 91 . Furthermore, the proof of this result pointed out that some of the 
elements that are in 91 but not in :F1 are those that lie in the set Rad (A)\ { 0}. 
The question that follows is whether there are other elements of 91 that are 
not in either :F1 or Rad(A) \ {O}. A follow up question is how large this set 
is. In this section we will be addressing these questions. The main result of 
this section is Theorem 4.2.3. 
In 2003 R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom and H. Raubenheimer proved a result 
that shows the nature of the elements of 91 that are not in :F1 U Rad (A) \ { 0} 
and indicated how large this set may be ([11), Theorem 2.10). We prove this 
result as Theorem 4.2.3. The following lemma will be used. 
Lemma 4.2.1 {[11}, Lemma 2.8) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra such 
that A is not semisimple and suppose that a tt. Rad(A). Then a E 91 if and 
only if given any x E A, there is a unique Ax E C such that axa - Axa E 
Rad(A). 
Proof. Let a E 91 with a tt. Rad(A). Also let B = A/Rad(A). By Corollary 
1.4.19 we have that Sp(xa, A) = Sp(xa +Rad( A), B) for all x E A. Since 
a E 91 we have that #Sp'(xa, A) ~ 1 for all x EA. It follows that #Sp'(xa+ 
Rad(A), B) ~ 1 for all x E A. This implies that a+ Rad(A) is spectrally 
of rank one in B. Since B is semisimple by Corollary 1.4.19, it follows from 
Theorem 4.1.4 that a+Rad(A) is spatially of rank one in B. This means that 
for all x E A there exist Ax E C such that axa + Rad(A) = Axa + Rad(A), 
so that axa - Axa E Rad(A). To show the uniqueness of Ax suppose that 
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A.x' is another scalar satisfying axa + Rad(A) = A.x'a + Rad(A) for all x EA. 
Then axa - A.x' a E Rad( A). Since the radical is a two-sided ideal, this means 
that (A.x' - A.x)a = axa - Axa - (axa - A.x'a) E Rad(A). This implies that 
a E Rad(A), which is a contradiction. Therefore Ax= A.x'· 
Conversely, suppose that given any x E A there is a unique Ax E C such 
that axa - A.xa E Rad(A). Then since Rad(A) is a two-sided ideal, we have 
that (xa) 2 - A.xxa = x(axa - A.xa) E Rad( A). It follows from Theorem 1.4.12 
that Sp((xa)2 - A.xxa) = {O}. So if a E Sp(xa) then by the spectral mapping 
theorem, a satisfies a 2 - A.xa = 0, so that a = 0 or a = Ax. This implies 
that #Sp'(xa) ~ 1 for all x EA, so that a E 9i. 0 
It has been mentioned that in semiprime Banach algebras which are not 
semisimple, there may be elements of 9i that belong to neither Fi nor 
Rad(A) \ {0}. The set of these elements will be denoted by Hi and will 
be called the set of quasispatially rank one elements of A. As we will prove 
in Theorem 4.2.3, the set Hi is dense in 9i, which means that it is a large 
set. 
Remark 4.2.2 ([11}, p.306) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra which is 
not semisimple. By definition of spatially rank one, an element a is not in 
Fi if and only if there is at least one x0 for which axoa -=J A.a for all )... E C. 
Combining this statement with the statement of Lemma 4.2.1, we conclude 
that an element a is in 1l i if and only if there exists for each x E A a unique 
Ax such that axa- A.xa E Rad( A) and there exists at least one x0 and A.0 such 
that ax0a - A.oa -=J 0. 
With this remark and Lemma 4.2.1, we are in a position to prove Theorem 
4.2.3. 
Theorem 4.2.3 ({11}, Theorem 2.10) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
such that A is not semisimple and suppose that Fi -=/=- 0. Then 
(i) clA(Fi) n Rad(A) = {O}, 
(ii) clA(Fi) · Rad(A) = Rad(A) · clA(Fi) = {O}, 
(iii) Fi and Rad(A) \ {O} are closed in 9i and hence 1li is open in 9i with 
Hi -=!=- 0, 
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(iv} Rad(A) \ {O} + F1 c 1£1, 
(v) 1£1 is dense in y1 . 
Proof. (i) Suppose that ( un) is a sequence in F 1 converging to an element 
a E Rad(A). Take x E A- 1 . Then xun =/=- 0 for if not, then Un= x-1xun = 0, 
which is a contradiction. Since Un E F 1 , it follows from Corollary 2.1.20 that 
UnXUn = fun (x)un = tr(xun)Un· Since tr(xun) E Sp(xun) and a E Rad( A), 
we have that ltr(xun)I ~ p(xun) --+ p(xa) = 0. Hence UnXUn --+ 0, so that 
axa = · 0 for all x E A-1 . Let y be an arbitrary element in A. Then from 
Lemma 1.4.13, there exist b, c E A-1 such that y = b + c. This implies that 
aya = a(b + c)a = aba + aca = 0. It follows from Theorem 1.3.3 that a= 0, 
so that clA(F1) n Rad(A) = {O}. 
(ii) Let u E clA(F1) and let 0 =J. a E Rad(A). If u E F 1 and ua =/=- 0 
then ua E F 1 by Theorem 2.1.18. Also, since Rad(A) is a two-sided ideal, 
ua E Rad(A). This implies that F 1 n Rad(A) =J. (/J. Since A is semiprime 
but not semisimple, this is a contradiction by Corollary 2.1.13. Therefore 
ua = 0. 
If u is a limit of a sequence ( un) in F 1 , then we have that Un --+ u, so 
that Una --+ ua. From the first part of this proof, we have that Una = 0 
for all n E N, since (un) is a sequence in F 1. This implies that ua = 0. 
Therefore clA(F1) · Rad(A) = {O}. A similar argument can be used to show 
that Rad(A) · clA(F1) = {O}. 
(iii) Let (an) be a sequence in Rad(A) \ {O} such that an --+ a, for a E YI· 
Since Rad(A) \ {O} c Rad(A) and Rad(A) is closed in A by Proposition 
1.2.5, we have that a E Rad(A) \ {O}, so that Rad(A) \ {O} is closed in y1 . 
To show that F 1 is closed in y1, let ( un) be a sequence in F 1 such that 
Un--+ u E y1 . Since u =/=- 0 it follows from (i) that u fj. Rad(A). So if u fj. F 1 
then u E 1£1 . By Remark 4.2.2, there exists an x0 E A and a .>.0 E C such 
that ux0u - >.0u = r E Rad(A), r =/=- 0. Now, since (un) is a sequence in F 1 , 
we have that UnXoUn = AnUn for all n E N, and where (>.n) is a sequence 
in C. Therefore l.Anlllunll = 11.>.nunll = llunxounll ~ llunllllxollllunll· This 
implies that l.Anl ~ llunllllxoll, so that the sequence (>.n) is bounded. From 
the Bolzano Weierstrass theorem, (>.n) has a convergent subsequence (>.nk), 
say Ank --+ .>.. Now since Un --+ u, we obtain that Unk --+ u. Therefore 
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Ank Unk ---+ AU and UnkXoUnk ---+ uxou. By uniqueness of limits, uxou = AU. 
Substituting AU for ux0u in r = ux0u - Aou, we have that r = AU - A0u. 
Since r -I 0 it follows that A -I Ao, so that (A - Ao) -I 0. Since Rad(A) 
is a two-sided ideal, this means that u E Rad(A), which is a contradiction. 
Therefore u E F 1, so that F 1 is closed in 91. 
Since 1i1 is the complement of F 1 U Rad( A)\ {O} in 9 1, and both F 1 and 
Rad (A) \ { 0} are closed in 9 1, we have that 1i 1 is open in 91 . 
We show that 1i1 -I f/J. By assumption, F 1 -I f/J. Also, since A is not 
semisimple, Rad(A)\{O} -I f/J. From (i) we have that clA(F1)nRad(A)\{O} = 
f/J. Since clg1 (F1 ) c clA(F1), we have that clg1 (Fi) n Rad( A)\ {O} = f/J. Also, 
since Rad(A) \ {O} is closed in 91 , we get from (i) that clg1 (Rad( A)\ {O}) n 
F 1 = f/J. Therefore if 1i1 = f/J, then 91 = F 1 U Rad(A) \ {O}, with F 1 and 
Rad( A) \ { 0} separating 91 . This implies that 91 is not connected, which is 
a contradiction by Theorem 3.1.6. Therefore 1i1 # f/J. 
(iv) Let r E Rad(A) \ {O} and u E F 1 . It follows from Lemma 1.4.20 and 
the fact that Rad(A) is a two-sided ideal that Sp(x(u + r)) c Sp(xu) for all 
x E A. Since u E 91 by Corollary 3.1.5, we have that #Sp'(xu) ~ 1 for all 
x EA. This implies that #Sp'(x(u+r)) ~ 1 for all x EA, so that u+r E 91 . 
If u + r E Rad(A), then since Rad(A) is a two-sided ideal, we have that 
u E Rad(A). This is a contradiction by (i). Therefore u + r (j. Rad(A) \ {O}. 
Suppose that u + r E F 1 . Then for all x E A there exist µx E C such that 
(u + r)x(u + r) = µx(u + r). Therefore uxu + rxu + uxr + rxr = µxu + µxr. 
If xu = 0 then rxu = 0. If xu -I 0 then xu E F 1 by Theorem 2.1.18. This 
implies that rxu = 0 by (ii). Similarly, uxr = 0. Hence 
(4.2.4) 
But since u E F 1 , there exists Ax with uxu = AxU for all x E A. Substituting 
AxU for uxu in equation (4.2.4), we have that (Ax - µx)u = µxr - rxr E 
Rad(A). If Ax -I µx then u E Rad(A), which is a contradiction. Hence 
Ax = µx, so that (Ax - µx)u = 0. This implies that rxr = µxr for all x E A, 
which means that r E F 1. This is a contradiction by (i). Therefore u+r (j. F 1. 
This implies that u + r E 1i1, so that F 1 + Rad(A) \ {O} C 1i1. 
(v) To prove that 1i1 is dense in 91 we show that clg1 (1i1) = 9 1. Obvi-
ously, clg1 ( 1i 1) C 91. 
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We prove the inclusion 91 C clg1 (1-l1). Let a E 91. If a E :F1 then by (iv) 
for any r E Rad(A) \ {O}, we get that {cw+ (1 - a)r: a E (0, 1)} C 1-l1. 
This implies that every neighbourhood <Sa of a contains an element of 1-l1. 
Therefore a is a limit point of 1-l1, so that a E clg1 (1-l1). If a E Rad\ {O}, 
a similar argument can be used to show that a E clg1 (1-l1). Therefore 91 c 
clg1 (1-l1), so that clg1 (1-l1) = 91. D 
4.3 Relationship among compactly rank one, 
spatiaHy rank one and spectraHy rank one 
elements in semisimple Banach algebras 
Recall from Definition 1.3.5 that an element u in a semiprime Banach algebra 
A is a compactly rank one element of A if u is single and u acts compactly 
on A. Also recall that £1 denotes the set of compactly rank one elements of 
A. In Theorem 4.1.4 and Theorem 4.1.5 we established that in semisimple 
Banach algebras, :F1 = 91. This section is aimed at establishing a similar 
relationship among the sets £1, :F1 and 91. 
In 1977 J.A. Erdos, S. Giotopoulos and M.S. Lambrou proved that ifs is 
a non-zero compactly acting single element of a semisimple Banach algebra 
A, then there is a minimal idempotent e such that s = se ([13], Theorem 4). 
This result implies the following. 
Theorem 4.3.1 ({13}, Theorem 4) Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra 
and let s E £1 . Then there exists a minimal idempotent e in A such that 
s = se. Hence £1 C :F1. 
Proof. Consider the left ideal As of A. If xs is quasinilpotent for all x E A, 
then s E Rad(A). Since A is semisimple, this means that s = 0, which 
is a contradiction. Therefore there exists an element v = ys which is not 
quasinilpotent. This implies that p(v) > 0, so that llvll > 0. Take u = 11 ~ 11 
and x = ~- Then u = xs, with u non-quasinilpotent and of unit norm. 
Consider the operator Dua = uau for all a E A. Since u acts compactly on 
A by Lemma 1.1.19, the operator Du is compact. 
Now, by definition of Du we have that Duu = u3 and Du 2u = DuDuu = 
Duu3 = u5 . Proceeding this way, we obtain that Du nu= u2n+ 1 . Note that 
since u is not quasinilpotent, p(u) > 0. Also since llull = 1, we have from 
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Du nu = u2n+l that llDu nll = sup llDu nxll 2: llDu null = llu2n+lll- Therefore 
xEA llxll llull 
x;CO 
1 1 1 ~ I 2 I.!. llD~lln 2: llu2n+llln = (11u2n+lll2n+1) n = (11u2n+1112n+1) (11u2n+1112n+1)n. 
I ( I )2( 1 ).!. Therefore limn-toollD~lln: 2: limn-toollu2n+ill 2n+ 1 limn-toollu2n+lll 2n+ 1 n. 
_!_ I 
Let f(n) = llu2n+1ll 2n+1. Then f(n)---+ p(u). Let Yn = ln(f(n))n: = ~lnf(n). 
Since ~ ---+ 0 and f(n) ---+ p(u), we have that Yn ---+ 0. This implies that 
I 
(limn-toollu2n+ill 2n~ 1 );;: = 1. It follows from 
that p(Du) 2: (p(u)) 2 > 0. Hence Sp(Du) # {O}. 
Since every non-zero point in the spectrum of a compact operator is an 
eigenvalue, this means that Du has a non-zero eigenvalue A and a correspond-
ing finite-dimensional eigenspace N(Du - .XI). Let l be a non-zero element 
of N(Du - .XI). Then ulu = Dul = .Xl. So for any positive integer n, we 
have that Dulun = ulun+l = .Xlun. This means that tun E N(Du - .XI) for 
all n E N. Since N(Du - .XI) is finite-dimensional, the set {tun : n E N} is 
linearly dependent and so there exists a polynomial p of minimal degree such 
that lup(u) = 0. Now, since u = xs and s is single, we have from Lemma 
1.1.19 (i) that u single. This implies that lu = 0 or up(u) = 0. If lu = 0 then 
ulu = 0, which contradicts the fact that ulu =Dul= .Xl # 0. So up(u) = 0. 
If p can be factored as a product of non-constant polynomials p = p1 · p2, 
then p1 ( u )up2 ( u) = up( u) = 0. Since u is single, this implies that up1 ( u) = 0 
or up2 (u) = 0, so that lup1 (u) = 0 or lup2 (u) = 0, which contradicts the 
minimality of p. Therefore p is of degree one and hence up( u) = u( u - k) = 0 
for some scalar k # 0. From this we get that u = ~2 , so that (7;)2 = ~2 ~=I· 
This means that e = I is an idempotent. 
We show that e is a minimal idempotent. From Lemma 1.1.19, we have 
that e is single and acts compactly on A. Let i : A---+ A be the map defined 
by i(a) = eae. Then i(eae) = e(eae)e = eae for all a E A. This implies 
that i is the identity map on eAe, and since i is compact, we have that 
eAe is finite-dimensional. Now let eae and ebe be elements in eAe such that 
eae · ebe = eaebe = 0. Since e is single, eae = 0 or ebe = 0. This shows that 
eAe has no non-zero divisors of zero. It follows from Lemma 1.1.15 that eAe 
is a division algebra, so that e is a minimal idempotent. 
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To show that s = se, let a be any element of A and recall that u = xs 
and e = I· Then xs(a - ea) = ke(a - ea) = 0. Since s is single, xs = 0 
or s(a - ea) = 0. From the relations u = xs and e = I' we obtain that 
xs = ke -=!= 0. So we must have s(a - ea) = (s - se)a = 0. Therefore 
(s - se)a E QN(A). Since a is an arbitrary element of A, we have from 
Theorem 1.4.12 that s - se E Rad(A). Since A is semisimple, it follows that 
s - se = 0, so that s = se. The fact that s E F 1 follows from Lemma 2.2.1 
and from Theorem 2.1.18. EJ 
In 2003 R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom and H. Raubenheimer established a stronger 
relationship between £1 and F 1 . They proved that for semisimple Banach 
algebras, the sets £1 and F 1 are actually equal ([11], Corollary 2.4). Re-
call that Theorem 4.1.4 established that for semisimple Banach algebras, 
91 = F 1 . These facts lead us to the following result. 
Theorem 4.3.2 ([11}, Corollary 2.4) Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra. 
Then £1 = F1. Hence £1 = F1 = 91. 
Proof. If u E £1 then from Theorem 4.3.1 we get that u E F 1 , so that 
£1 c F1. 
Conversely, suppose that u E F 1 . Let (xn) be a bounded sequence in A. 
Then the image of (xn) under the map a H uau is the sequence (uxnu). Since 
u E F 1 , we have that UXnU = An(xn)u for all n E N and for some An(xn) E C. 
Therefore 1-An(Xn)lllull :S llullllxnllllull, so that l-An(xn)I :S llullllxnll for all 
n E N. Since (xn) is bounded, this implies that the sequence (-An(xn)) is 
bounded. It follows from the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem that (-An(xn)) 
has a convergent subsequence. This implies that (uxnu) has a convergent 
subsequence. Hence the operator a H uau is compact, so that u acts com-
pactly on A. 
Now suppose that aub = 0 for some a, b E A. If au -=/= 0, then Lemma 
2.5.9 implies that au =vu for some v E Exp(A). This means that vub = 0. 
Since v E Exp(A), we have that v E A-1 . Therefore ub = v- 1vub = 0, so 
that u is a single element. Hence u E £1, so that F 1 C £1. The last part of 
the theorem follows from Theorem 4.1.4. ~ 
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4.4 Spatially finite rank and spectrally finite 
rank elements in semisimple Banach al-
gebras 
We have established in Theorem 4.1.4 that in semisimple Banach algebras, 
F 1 = Q1 . This result led to Theorem 4.3.2, which says that the sets £1 , F 1 
and Q1 are all equal. Our aim in this section is to prove that for semisimple 
Banach algebras, the sets F and Q also coincide. This equality has some 
important consequences, some of which we will show. The main results of 
this section are Theorem 4.4.1 and Theorem 4.4.5. 
In 1993 T. Mouton and H. Raubenheimer obtained a spectral character-
ization of spatially finite rank elements in semisimple Banach algebras ([19], 
Theorem 3.1). Using part of their proof, we prove the following result. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra. Then F = g, 
Proof. Let a E Q. Then there exists an n E N such that #Sp'(xa) :::; n for 
all x E A, so that every element in Aa has finite spectrum. 
(i) If a E A- 1 then Aa = A. This implies that every element of A has 
finite spectrum. Since A is semisimple, we get from Theorem 1.7.8 (i) that 
dim(A) < oo, say A= span{x1, x2 , ... , Xm} for some m EN. This means that 
{ ax1 a, ax2a, ... , axma} generates aAa, so that dim( aAa) < oo. It follows 
from Theorem 2.6.9 that a E F. 
(ii) If a (j. A-1 then Aa =/=- A or aA =/=- A. We will only consider the case 
Aa =/=- A as the other case can be treated in a similar way. Since Aa =/=- A, 
every element of Aa is non-invertible. This implies that 0 E Sp(xa) for all 
x EA. Also since a E Q, we have that #Sp'(xa) :::; n for all x EA. It follows 
from Lemma 4.1.3 that there exists a minimal idempotent e E Aa. Now 
since 0 E Sp(xa) for all x EA and #Sp'(xa) :::; n for all x EA, we conclude 
from Lemma 1.4.9 that there can be at most n distinct orthogonal minimal 
idempotents in Aa. Let k :::; n be the integer such that {Pi : i = 1, 2, ... , k} 
k 
is the set of all the orthogonal minimal idempotents in Aa. Take p = E Pi· 
i=l 
Then P2 = (P1 + P2 + · · · + Pk)(P1 + P2 + · · · +Pk) = Pi 2 + P22 + · · · +Pk 2 = 
P1 + P2 +···+Pk = p, so that pis an idempotent in Aa. 
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We show that ap =a. If ap =/:-a then A(ap- a) =/:- {O}. Since A(ap- a) c 
Aa and the spectrum of every element in Aa contains 0 and at most n 
other distinct points, we have from Lemma 4.1.3 that there exists a minimal 
idempotent q in A(ap - a). It follows from Lemma 2.6.6 that there exists a 
minimal idempotent w = q - pq in Aa such that wp = pw = 0. Therefore 
WP1 = w(p1 + P2 + · · · + Pk)P1 = WPP1 = 0. Similarly, P1W = 0. Proceeding 
this way we obtain that wpi = PiW = 0 for all i = 1, 2, ... , k. Also w ~ {Pi : 
i = 1, 2, ... , k}, since wp = pw = 0. This contradicts the fact that the set 
{Pi : i = 1, 2, ... , k} contains all the orthogonal minimal idempotents in Aa. 
Hence ap = a and since p is a sum of minimal idempotents, we have from 
Lemma 2.2.1 and Proposition 2.6.2 that a= ap E F. 
Conversely, suppose that a E F. Then by Theorem 2.6.9, we have that 
dim(aAa) = n < oo. It follows from Lemma 1.1.6 that dim(xaAxa) ~ n for 
all x E A. By Corollary 1.7.3, this implies that #Sp'(xa) ~ n + 2 for all 
x E A. Hence a E Q. 51 
In 1994 B. Aupetit and T. Mouton proved that if A is a semisimple Ba-
nach algebra and a E A, then a E Soc( A) if and only if Sp(xa) is finite for all 
x E A. In view of the fact that in semi prime Banach algebras, F = Soc( A) by 
Theorem 2.6.3, the following is an equivalent result. It follows from Theorem 
3.2.2 and Theorem 4.4.l. 
Corollary 4.4.2 ([5}, Theorem 2.1(1}} Let A be a semisimple Banach al-
gebra and let u E A. Then u E F if and only if Sp(xa) is finite for all 
x EA. 
From the spectral characterization of gin Theorem 3.2.4 and from the equal-
ity of F and g in Theorem 4.4.1, the characterization result of Mouton and 
Raubenheimer for spatially finite rank elements becomes the following corol-
lary. 
Corollary 4.4.3 ({19}, Theorem 3.1} Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra 
and a E A. Then a E F if and only if there exists n E N such that a satisfies 
n n Sp(x + Sia) c Sp(x) for all x E A and for any set of distinct non-zero 
i=O 
scalars {si: 1=0,1, ... , n}. 
In Theorem 4.4.5, we will prove that this characterization extends to to 
the polynomially convex hull of the spectrum. In 1994 Aupetit and Mouton 
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proved this characterization for :F ([5], Theorem 2.2(2)). Our proof is slightly 
different from theirs, as it refers to Theorem 4.4.1 while they do not. The 
following proposition will be required. 
Proposition 4.4.4 Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra. Then Soc(A) is 
an inessential ideal of A. 
Proof. Let a E Soc(A). Then a E :F by Theorem 2.6.3. It follows from The-
orem 2.6.9 that aAa is finite-dimensional, say dim(aAa) = n. By Corollary 
1.7.3, this implies that a is algebraic and Sp(a) is finite. ;J 
Theorem 4.4.5 ([5}, Theorem 2.2(2)) Let A be a semisimple Banach alge-
bra and let a E A. Then a E :F if and only if there exists an n E N such 
n 
that n a(b +Sia) c a(b) for every b E A and for any set of distinct non-zero 
i=O 
scalars {si: i = 1, 2, ... , n}. 
Proof. Let a E :F. Then from Corollary 4.4.3 there exists an n E N such 
n 
that n Sp(b +Sia) c Sp(b) for every b E A and for any set of distinct non-
i=O 
zero scalars { si : i = 0, 1, .. ., n }. Now since a E :F, we have from Theorem 
2.6.3 that a E Soc(A). Since Soc(A) is a two sided ideal by Proposition 
1.2.8, we have that Sia E Soc( A) for all i = 0, 1, ... , n. Since Soc( A) is 
an inessential ideal of A by Proposition 4.4.4, Theorem 1.4.22 implies that 
a(b +Sia) and a(b) differ at most by isolated points of Sp(b + sia) and Sp(b) 
n 
for all i = 0, 1, ... , n. So ifµ tt a(b) butµ E n a(b+ Sia) thenµ is an isolated 
i=O 
n 
point of Sp(b+ Sia) for all i = 0, 1, ... , n. This implies thatµ E n Sp(b+ Sia). 
i=O 
n 
From n Sp(b + sia) C Sp(b), this means that µ E Sp(b), so that µ E a(b). 
i=O 
n n 
This is a contradiction. Henceµ tt n a(b+sia), so that n a(b+sia) c a(b). 
i=O i=O 
n 
Conversely, suppose that there exists an n E N such that n a(b +Sia) c 
i=O 
a ( b) for all b E A and for any set of distinct non-zero scalars {Si : i = 
0, 1, ... , n }. Let µ tt a(b). Then µ - b is invertible and µ tt Sp(b + sa) 
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for some s E {si : i = 0, 1, .. .,n}. It follows from Lemma 2.3.4 that 
-~ ~ Sp((µ - b)-1a). Therefore -~ EC\ Sp((µ - b)-1a). This means that 
every subset {si: i = 0, 1, ... , n} of C \ {O} with n + 1 distinct points has at 
least one point in C\Sp((µ-b)- 1a). This implies that #Sp'((µ-b)- 1a) ~ n. 
Let y E A and let A E C be such that 2p(y) < I-XI. Take b = µ - (y - ,X)-1 , 
where µ = -"1-· From Lemma 1.5.5 we have that p(b) < lµI, so that µ - b is 
invertible. Hence Sp((µ - b)-1a) = Sp((y - -X)a). 
(i) If a E A- 1 then #Sp((y - -X)a) ~ n. Let D = {-X E C : 2p(y) < I-XI} 
and let f : D ---"* A be defined by f (-X) = (-X - y)a. Then f is analytic on 
D and #Sp(f (-X)) = #Sp((-X - y)a) ~ n for all A E D. It follows from 
Theorem 1.7.6 (i) that #Sp((-X - y)a) ~ n for all A EC. Take A= 0. Then 
#Sp(-ya) = #Sp(ya) ~ n for ally E A. This means that a E 9, so that 
a E :F by Theorem 4.4. l. 
(ii) If a is not invertible then #Sp((y - -X)a) ~ n + 1. Using the same 
argument as above, we get that #Sp(ya) ~ n + 1 for ally E A. This means 
that a E 9, so that a E :F by Theorem 4.4. l EJ. 
Corollary 4.4.6 Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra and let a E A. Then 
n 
a E 9 if and only if there exists an n E N such that n a(b +Sia) c a(b) for 
i=O 
every b E A and for any set of distinct non-zero scalars {Si : i = 1, 2, ... , n}. 
In [5] Aupetit and Mouton also obtained a characterization of 91 in terms 
of the polynomially convex hull of the spectrum ([5], Theorem 2.2(1)). The 
proof of this result is similar to the proof of ([5], Theorem 2.2(2)). We state 
this result as the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.4.7 ([5}, Theorem 2.2(1)) Let A be a semisimple Banach alge-
bra and let a EA. Then a E 91 if and only if a(b+s0a)na(b+s1a) C a(b) for 
every b E A and for any two-point set of distinct non-zero scalars { s0 , si}. 
From this corollary and from Theorem 4.1.4 we obtain the characterization 
of F 1 in terms of the polynomially convex hull of the spectrum as a simple 
corollary. 
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Corollary 4.4.8 Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra and let a E A. Then 
a E :F1 if and only if a(b + soa) n a(b + s1a) C a(b) for every b E A and for 
any two-point set of distinct non-zero scalars { s0 , s1}. 
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Cihapter 5 
Appliicatiion of rank one 
elements to Aupetit~s 
perturbation tlheorem 
In a 1986 paper [3] B. Aupetit studied the perturbation of elements of a 
Banach algebra A by elements of an inessential ideal I of A. The main result 
of his paper, ([3], Theorem 2.4) called Aupetit's perturbation theorem, is 
based on a lemma ([3], Theorem 1.1) obtained by the use of subharmonic 
methods and analytic multivalued functions. Aupetit later included this 
result in [2] (see [2], Theorem 3.4.26). In 1994 T. Mouton proved Aupetit's 
perturbation result using more elementary methods. Rank one elements are 
the cornerstone of Mouton's proof. In this chapter we will prove the main 
result leading to Mouton's proof of Aupetit's perturbation theorem. 
5.1 A useful result from complex analysis 
The following theorem will be required in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, the 
main result of this chapter. 
Theorem 5.1.1 {[12}, Corollary 3.8, p. 79) If f and g are two analytic 
functions on an open connected set G then f = g if and only if the set 
{A E G : f (.\) = g(.\)} has a limit point in G. 
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5.2 A key result leading to Mouton's proof of 
Aupetit's perturbation theorem 
Before we can state Theorem 5.2.2, we need the following notation: Let S 
be a non-empty subset of C. We use the notation ace S to denote the set of 
limit points of S, and iso S for the set of isolated points of S. 
In order to prove Theorem 5.2.2, the following Lemma 5.2.1 will be re-
quired. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Let A be a Banach algebra and let a, u E A. If C \ a(a) n 
Sp(a + u) C iso Sp(a + u), then ace Sp(a + u) C a(a). 
Proof. Suppose that C \ a(a) n Sp(a + u) c iso Sp(a + u). Let A E ace 
Sp(a + u). Since Sp(a + u) is closed, we have that A E Sp(a + u). Since 
<C \ a(a) n Sp( a+ u) c iso Sp( a+ u), this implies that A ~ C \ a(a). Hence 
A E a(a), so that ace Sp( a+ u) c a(a). D 
Following is the key result leading to Mouton's proof of Aupetit's pertur-
bation theorem. We will adopt the version presented by R. Harte in [14]. 
Harte's proof is essentially the proof of ([18], Theorem 2.4) by Mouton. 
Therefore we will adopt the original proof by Mouton. 
Theorem 5.2.2 ({14}, Theorem 5) Let A be a semiprime Banach algebra 
and let a EA. !Ju E :F1 then ace Sp(a+u) C a(a) and ace Sp(a) C a(a+u). 
Proof. Let G = C\a(a). From Lemma 1.4.6 we have that G is open and con-
nected. Also let K =Sp( a+ u). Define f: G---+ C by f(A) = fu((A - a)- 1 ), 
where fu is the linear functional on A such that uxu = fu(x)u for all x E A. 
Let g : G ---+ C be defined by g(A) = -1. Then f and g are analytic on 
G. Now we have from Corollary 2.3.5 that A E Sp(a + u) if and only if 
fu((A - a)- 1) = -1. This implies that f(A) = g(A) for all A E G n K. Note 
that G n K ~ G since K is bounded and G is unbounded. This implies that 
f i= g. By Theorem 5.1.1, this implies that GnK c iso Sp(a+u). It follows 
from Lemma 5.2.l that ace Sp(a+u) c a(a). Since Sp(a) = Sp((a+u)-u), 
we have from ace Sp( a+ u) c a(a) that ace Sp( a) c a(a + u). Iii 
Recall from Corollary 3.1.5 that for semiprime Banach algebras, the inclusion 
:F1 c 91 may in general be strict. In this light R.M. Brits, L. Lindeboom 
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and H. Raubenheimer proved a stronger version of Theorem 5.2.2. This is 
the next result. 
Corollary 5.2.3 ([11}, Proposition 2.11) Let A be a semiprime Banach al-
gebra. If a EA and d E 91 , then ace Sp(a + d) C a(a). 
Proof. Consider d + Rad(A). Since d E 91 we have that #Sp'(xd + 
Rad(A), A/Rad(A)) ~ 1 for all x E A. Therefore d + Rad(A) is a spec-
trally rank one element of A/Rad(A). Since A/Rad(A) is semisimple by 
Corollary 1.4.19 we have from Theorem 4.1.4 that d + Rad(A) is a spatially 
rank one element of A/Rad(A). It follows from Corollary 1.4.19 and The-
orem 5.2.2 that ace Sp( a+ d, A) = ace Sp((a + d) +Rad, A/Rad(A)) C 
a(a + Rad(A), A/Rad(A)) = a(a, A). Hence ace Sp( a+ d) C a(a). Iii 
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minimal polynomial, 3 
minimal right ideals, 7 
multiplicative linear functional, 14 
neighbourhood, 70 
nilpotent element, 44 
non-commutative Banach algebra, 2 
non-zero capacity, 21 
orthogonal idempotents, 3 
pathwise connected, 18 
polynomially convex hull, 9 
quasi-inverses, 36 
quasinilpotent element, 11 
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quasispatially rank one element, 67 
radical, 7 
right ideal, 6 
right socle, 7 
semiprime Banach algebra, 8 
semisimple Banach algebra, 7 
single element, 4 
socle, 7 
spatially finite rank element, 50 
spatially rank one element, 26 
spectral idempotent, 17 
spectral mapping theorem, 16 
spectral radius, 9 
spectrally finite rank element, 58 
spectrally rank one element, 55 
spectrum, 9 
subalgebra, 2 
totally disconnected set, 17 
trace of an element, 27 
two-sided ideal, 7 
uniform continuity of spectrum, 20 
zero capacity, 21 
Zorn's Lemma, 53 
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